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Barry Hannah

Introduction
Well good, it’s time to launch another college review, this time a more
splendid version of The Yalobusha Review. a product of the graduate students
at UM, this time with artists too. We must never forget how much former
chairman Dan Williams did for the spirit of writing on this campus, a huge
amount. Nor forget
Urgo, our new chairman, for his tireless efforts to
get any number of creative writing space stations off the pad. Nor forget
David Galef,
Murray in the art department, and the new editors, Joy
Wilson, et al. As for me, I’ve just watched and clapped. But this is an
enormously underrated skill. That’s what we want the new readers and
submitters to do. I never understood why this review was named for the
county just below us, which holds Water Valley and Enid Reservoir,
I’d
guess it was for the remaining world-record
Crappie taken by some
shocked cracker decades ago. And the expression on his/her/black/white,
man/woman or child’s face.
The last expression was the PC rot I hope the review eschews entirely.
Writing should clear the head of this cancerous manure. I despise gender and
queer theories, of course, also, as is well known. Few even from the best
universities’
schools know how to read any more, or teach any more
either. Their writing is unmanly and unwomanly. Academic prose in
America, copied directly from French philosophy, is at its all-time scandalous
worst. There are but a handful of good plainspoken critics left, no Wilsons
or Kazans. The Yalobusha. I pray, will help bring back hard-edged good
speech. If it is simpering poems and stories of “realistic” domestic strife
again (oh no!) I would be too sad. But I have trust in my students and
colleagues to make us shine.
Like you maybe, 9/11 really crashed me creatively for months. That and
of course my endearing drug habit in eternal therapy. But good writing,
bigger sadness and different kinds of happiness, is quite possible after the
wars. The First Amendment itself in the hands of the worthy
is like
owning his own
I look for the writing to bring back joy, and I intend
to join in the hunt for the killers of our joy in Our World. You know it is
The Crusades again, with Science Fiction joined in.
Yet even atheists believe in freedom of speech as immense power, and we
believers know the gospels as the freest speech ever. Where better to free-
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out, open-up, and make beautiful what we can (“Yes, Brighten the
Where You Live!”) than in the precincts of Faulkner, who wrote AS I LAY
DYING (just about my own favorite novel ever) on a notebook, with a
pencil, on the back of a wheelbarrow, in the power plant-when he wasn’t
shoveling coal into
The power plant sits about 300 yards from
Yalobusha's office. Faulkner wrote this classic in eight weeks, about half the
time I give my writing students to come up with four brief stories of any thrill
whatsoever. About two out of fifteen of my students are geniuses. To genius
must be hugely added work, of course.
Writing is
considered as “sexy” as is it used to be
I was in school
in the sixties. You could get a date
a beautiful woman just by writing
one obscure beatnik poem in the literary magazine. This I pursued but in
those days of the cave, you were supposed to marry them. The Yalobusha as
chick or hunk magnet must succeed, or it will be just like the rest of the rags.
Yes, we must revive literary romance.
Former faculty and graduate writers who’ve appeared in
Yalobusha are
Ellen Douglas, Larry Brown, Cynthia Shearer, Steve Yarbrough, David Galef,
and me. Some of these people actually make a living wage writing today.
There’s no reason that given a bit of time and the lovely fallout from our new
MFA program here,
Yalobusha can’t be among the best reviews-Five
Points,
Carolina Review, The Harvard Review, etc. These reviews get
young and first writers
and provide a kind of sacred confidence I can
attest to by my own experience with the “little magazines.”
I am the director of the MFA program now. My job is simple: “Friendly
millionaire, hand over, please, a great deal of money. We
it for our
fellowships and such few venues of creativity here at Ole Miss as the excellent
Yalobusha Review. Give today. Act now.”
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Alan Catlin

William Faulkner Intruder in the Dust
He is sweeping the unfinished
portions of the house, formal dining
room table set for a
of eight,
sideboard laden with platters, pitchers,
serving bowls and plates, matching
goblets, tarnished silverware, candelabra
stuffed with long white tallows, flickering
in summer breeze, only the framing bones
for drywall intact, roofing stopped in
mid-roll between plywood and shingles,
insides exposed; dead leaves, pine needles
and cones, all the accumulated dead-fall
in moonlight, corn whiskeys in bonded
bourbon bottles, midnight oils for burning.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol7/iss1/48
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Ann Fisher-Wirth

A Fable
Why try to explain?
She walked outside
into a field of stars
where he stood waiting
at the black edge of the pine trees.
She married the bear.
Again and again his glistening
flesh sinks
fur.
Smoke rises from the village fires.
They beat pots to ward off evil.

► 10
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Tom Chandler

Winter Whale
Between the thud of combers
and whispers of the ebb,
a ragged
of silence for the dead.

The great whale’s last music split flat
into its fractals, sifted through the forest
beneath the sea, echoed the abyssal trench
where every longing drifts and sinks,
stippled lightshafts dandling the sandswept shallows,
curled the lucent spines of jellyfish,
crept between the hemispheres of clams,
touched wingtips of the albatross,
washed in the cresting winter surf.
Men in yellow slickers bundled calipers
and chain saws down the dunes, then
the clacking of black laptops rose like prayer.

11 ■
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Jim Natal

Walking the Beach in the 21st Century
There are no right angles in nature, yet
this driftwood stick I carry has one,
perhaps a stem of grapevine or hedge trained
a backyard trellis.
I use
the stick to poke at slivers of shell, heart
shaped agates half-buried in
sand at the edge of the shoreline, encroaching
tide erasing my steps behind me.
I prod
a small carcass, crouch to
make out its original form from the
shape of decomposition. is as
as a skipping stone—maybe a mollusk
of some kind, fist-sized lump
of membrane and muscle. Then
I notice
the wires running parallel like thin
red and blue veins just beneath the cracked,
dnot
plastic case that even the but
ocean
could
corrode, and
I realize
this is the body of a mouse. Not a
drowned rodent, wet fur betraying
the truth of its slightness,
a computer
clicker thrown or washed into
the water. A few steps away

► 12
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I find
half a keyboard―the left half where the A’s
and S’s and E’s reside. Someone in a literal
against the machine has taken it over
their knee or, holding one side, has smashed
it against concrete repeatedly, the way waves
pummel rocks, thereby gaining some measure
of solace or revenge for a blank screen.
I stand
at the lip of a lagoon formed where
a local creek blends with the sea, watch a flock
of gulls pick at a large fish. The head
is decayed and
the last half-yard of spotted
tail is intact. But enough remains
to identify it as a shark. Its tough flesh finally
yields to the twist and tug of beaks. The midsection
is slit, spread neatly as if for an autopsy;
organs revealed, a glistening schematic,
the
design of its circuitry.
I see
a hook set in what’s left of the shark’s mouth,
a length of clear line kinked and writhing
in the onshore breeze. Two predators meet,
one evolved, the other
unchanged
for eons. A switch closes. A spark leaps
the chasm. The program, so complete, falters.
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Caleb Fisher-Wirth

On the Road to Dog Days
I want so many things of you
sitting under hammocks of vines,
eating hallucinogenic bananas,
relishing the bitterness.
I want first love and last days of youth;
to swim and to
by the
torches.
I want
days and whiskey
Mooning conceited gentlemen
from a perch aboard a blood-quick convertible.
I want to go outside in case I don’t wake up tomorrow.
To smoke in high magnolia branches with the kid
who always makes me laugh.
I want catfish served up on an American flag,
and mud between my toes.
Carve the words on my back,
“Time is truth. I’m so sorry.”
Burn my face and wash me.
Serve me your mosquitoes, summer.
I’m ready to love you.

► 14
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Lavonne Adams

Topsail Island, Four Days Before Easter
This soft curve of earth sockets my hip.
Water, sky: I open myself to blue
as if it were a harvest. Though the sand is
pocked where others have walked,
there are no fiddler crabs, no gulls,
just a small band of sandpipers treading
foam toward a distant pier. Clouds circle
the sun like a dreamcatcher,
trickling down like feathers.
Here, silence feels like the core
of
the spot where stillness
snaps open a shutter of clarity.

Father, this year the anniversary of your death
is a sad hasp
to Easter. If I could invoke
anything,
it would be the sound of your whistle, notes
announcing your return home.
By my feet,
three plants cast transient shadows,
a miniature oasis near the abandoned
ark of an upturned shell.
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Katherine Fields
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Paul Crenshaw

Tying
My first daughter weighed six pounds when she was born. She was
healthy, had almost no hair, and cried all the time. My second daughter
wasn’t so lucky and we buried
on a
day in February three days
before my birthday. I didn’t have a birthday that year. I drank vodka all
night and chain-smoked while my wife watched home movies we had made a
few weeks before.
Before first light we drove to the top of Magazine Mountain. At
Cameron’s Bluff,
log rails keep back jumpers, I pulled off the road and
we got out. It was cold on the
Dawn crept up in the east. We
leaned over the rail with our heads together and stared at the trees and rocks
below for so long I lost feeling in my legs. My hands grew numb with the
cold. A fine rain fell, mixed with a
of sleet.
After a time she pulled on
arm and we walked back to the car. I fell
twice on the slick rocks, pulled her down with me once. We lay in the cold
rain, laughing. In the car I turned the heater on. We watched the windows
bead, water turning to ice.
“We’d better go,” she said.
I nodded.
“If this turns to snow...”
“Yeah.”
Driving down the mountain it began to snow.
wet flakes landed on the
windshield and were swept away by the wipers. In fields, cows huddled
under cedar trees or lone oaks. A few cars had already pulled off the road,
snow covering windshields, hazard
blinking. As we drove into town we
passed school buses heading out. Children rushed through yards, hoping for
accumulation, arms out at their sides, faces tilted back, mouths open to catch
flakes. The radio gave a list of school closings and said it was a big storm,
take shelter, have food and water. I snapped off the radio and turned the car
around and drove twenty miles to the liquor store. By the time we made it
back to town, the snow had stopped, the sun came out, and all the children
had gone inside.

I guess my mother explained to my oldest daughter that her baby sister
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wasn’t coming home. We’d spent months readying her for it; she’d grown as
excited as we were. She promised to give up half her toys, help night-feed
and change diapers. She said she’d teach her sister to
and write and play
outside and not run out in the road and
touch the stove
it’s hot.
She’d spend hours carrying her baby doll, say it was
sister. “The
maternal instinct starts early,” I
my wife.
She nodded,
jumped.
“She kicking?” I said.
“Yeah. Right... Here.”
We called my daughter over and placed her hand on my wife’s stomach.
The baby kicked and I
her eyes go wide and for the next three days
she told everyone about her baby sister who had kicked her from inside
Momma’s tummy.
Afterward, she would ask when baby sister was coming home and one of
us would explain that she wasn’t coming home--that she was in a better place
now, beyond all the pain and suffering in this world. We lie when we can.
It’s just words.
My grandmother lost two brothers when she was little. This was in the
thirties, and she had eight siblings that lived. Sometimes she doesn’t
red
“ told nodded
when handed
er sight.
thehot
names
of the two that are gone.
Savannah.
out I say it every morning now, just to remind myself.
We decided on the name on a trip we took, two days driving, to Savannah,
Georgia. Walking the sultry streets in September, my wife just pregnant, we
stopped under an old oak draped with Spanish moss. A few cars passed by
on the street, some bicycles, pedestrians. I said, Know what’d be a
name?”
“Yes,” she said. “I do.”
A few months after the funeral, folding clothes we had kept as hand-medowns that would never be
down, she told me what she wanted to
do. She cried a little
she said it.
I crossed the room and sat cross-legged on the floor beside her and took
both her hands in mine. “Are you sure?”
She looked
the window. In the backyard knee-high grass choked
forgotten toys: a
wagon, deflated soccer ball, a walker we’d saved. She
and two weeks
we drove to the hospital.
On the way to the hospital, dawn an hour away, I fiddled
the radio.
The announcer said
today and tomorrow, a hundred and five, perhaps.
Hot, no rain in
Julie sat knees straight,
pressed into a tight
line. I thought of the way she looked when she
me she was pregnant.
“You sure you want to do this?” I asked, not sure who I was asking.
She nodded, slight dip of the chin, down and back quickly.
“’Cause you don’t have to, you know.”

good
later

► 18
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“You going to do it, then?”
I turned the radio down. A semi passed in the other lane, shaking the car.
After a time she said, “One of us has to.”
I opened
mouth, closed
She reached across the console, put a hand
on my knee. “It’s all right.”
“You sure?”
“Yeah.”
I said, “It’s a simple operation,” then laughed before I could think.
She turned
head sharply. She looked out the window, pressed the heel
of her hand to
cheek, hard enough that I could see an imprint, whiteness
coloring red. “What?”
“‘Hills Like White Elephants.’ Hemingway story where this guy is talking
his girlfriend into having an abortion. I just thought of it.”
“Why?”
I don’t know. Maybe it’s not that funny.”
“I guess not.” She paused, then, “This isn’t an abortion.”
I know.”
The landscape was brown and withered, weakened by August, the dog
days under Sirius. I’d heard the day before there’d been no rain in Dallas for
over sixty days. Afternoons, my daughter and I turned on the sprinkler in
the back yard and ran barefooted through the spray, disturbing rainbows.
On the news, they said to conserve water. I mixed my
with coke.
I turned the radio back up. After a few minutes she turned it down. “If
we wanted to later we could adopt.”
“Yeah. We could. If we ever wanted to.”
She turned the radio back up and we hit the city limits and drove through
early morning traffic to the clinic.
In the Boy Scouts they taught us to tie knots. Bowline
you need a
loop, or rescue when tied around the waist.
Bend to tie ropes of
different sizes together. Half-hitch to tie off to a pole, a tree. Slip-knot,
noose, others.
In the waiting room I tied knots, untied them. Watched the
form
loops and coil and then,
I
watched them come
Like
magic.
“Mr. Thomas?”
I looked up at the woman bending over me. I want to say her eyes were
like deep brown pools, but that only happens in romance novels. Her tag
read Alejandra-slight Mexican flavor to
skin. She looked familiar, like an
old girlfriend, a one-nighter. “Yes?”
“Your wife is in recovery. Everything went fine.”
I stood. “You going to take her to me?”
She nodded,
black hair rippling with the movement. She turned and I
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followed. “You weren’t worried, were you?” she said, head tossed back over
her shoulder. One
went
hung there, waiting.
I shrugged. “A little.”
“How long have you been married?”
“Four years.”
“Children?”
Two kids, I
to say. In support groups they tell you to treat the lost
child as a person,
forget, remember. “One,” I said. Girl.”
She nodded. “I have two. Boy and girl. Four and six.” She backed into
the pneumatic door. “Yours?”
“Three.”
We walked down the hall. Her shoes squeaked on the
floor. I passed
a hand across my brow, swiped cool sweat. “Ever wish you didn’t?”
We passed a desk where four nurses drank coffee. Alejandra nodded.
“Have children?” She stopped, looked at me. “Sometimes.”
Along the far wall four gurney-beds were separated by sliding curtains.
Three of them in use, the curtains slid closed to hide the occupants. In the
fourth one a nurse was spooning a young woman ice-chips. Alejandra slid
back a curtain and we stepped inside. My wife lay sleeping, hooked to
machines. Her eyes closed. The monitor beeping. She’s
dying, I
myself. The medication had knocked her out. Her face was pale in the
fluorescent light. Alejandra took a chart and wrote on it. She laid the chart
down on the bed, pulled out a sheaf of papers. “A few rules. No driving,
operating machinery, or drinking alcohol for twenty-four hours.”
“Me, or her?”
She pressed her lips, deciding to smile or not. After a moment she did.
“Her.”
Under the covers, my wife’s leg moved a bit. After the funeral she’d stayed
in bed, blankets pulled over her head. I’d stumble in at dawn, the room
gray, everything gray,
back the covers. She’d bat her eyes, squint up at
me. “Just checking,” I’d say.
“Now,” the nurse said. “The doctor gave you a prescription for pain, and
if there’s any excessive bleeding, call the office.”
“Will there be?”
She consulted the chart. There had been bleeding before. “Probably. It’s
normal.”
“Normal? What’s normal?”
“Not more than her normal period.”
“Oh.”
“I’ve got to check on another patient,” she said. She
at my wife.
“She’ll be better soon.” She slid the curtain open and closed it behind her
and was gone.
My wife woke some time later. She blinked up at me. I nodded and held
her hand. She said she hurt inside. I said I
she did.

► 20
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When the nurse came back my wife was dressed. The nurse gave me the
prescription and went over the precautions again and then wheeled
wife
downstairs. Outside, we blinked against the sunlight. I walked out in the
parking lot, surprised at how
it was. A simple operation, the doctor had
said. Quick and easy. No complications, no worries. Worries are what we all
deal with, I’d said. He laughed. I guess he’d forgotten the delivery. He
didn’t go to the funeral. He had never had to usher a living daughter away
from a dead one. He’d probably never thought of surgery to prevent the pain
of having another child.
This isn’t an abortion, she’d said.
I pulled the car around front and helped my wife in. I drove slowly out of
the parking lot, watching her wince when the car went over speed-bumps.
She held a hand over her stomach, her groin.
“You OK?”
She shook her head just a little, bare movement. "They give you
painkillers?”
“A few.”
“Give me one.”
“Will they work?”
“I doubt it. Give me one anyway.”
At the stoplight I opened the packet, knees on the steering wheel, mid
town traffic. I watched her dry-swallow, her throat bobbing
the
movement. I thought of the smile on her face that day I came home, found
her in bed, candles all over the
her finger beckoning me. She threw
back the covers and pulled me to her. “I’ve got a secret,” she said as I
entered her, and then she laughed.
In tough August, heat rising from black asphalt, the air-conditioner
blowing
and sweat running salty down our faces, I knew I’d never see
her like that again. I watched her swallow the pain. The light
and I
put the car in gear. Together we drove home.
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Jason Johnson

Poem Three Times Removed: A Sonnet

for Dawn Campbell

Black transparent clouds of fog and smoke
Over the range of mountains-chain by chainRecede when she withdraws
cigarette.

The figure steps
the winter rain
Knowing cherries burn
in the wet
Like melting words beneath a shrapneled

Patterns, like waves, regress into nothingNess.
Living compounds dissolved-now wholly thingLess.
Form decays from its first cradled breath
Until it lies beneath
A new invention.

The figure stands before this new inventionA sculpture
of a sculpture
of her reflection.
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Gerry LaFemina

Poem with Fragments of a Lost
Language
The carrier pigeons arrived earlier and cooed
their morse code messages from the window sill
while my cat paced, sulky, below.
Such dangers they risked for your greetings: voracious
raptors, storms, helicopters
airlifting crash victims to hospitals. I open
the screen and strap my reply
to their thin legs,
one at a time. The forks
of their feet stab my finger each one of my notes
a line from this poem you’ll have to piece together

like an archaeologist working with fragments

of a lost language: ancient tablets of papyrus
and all that dust. You’ve taught those birds The Song of Songs;
they sing it clearly
they

My cat’s tail parries back and

frustrated.

When they ascend I see the night sky reversed
dark constellations against a brilliance. I want to be
the song in their sharp beaks
later when they peck the seed from your palm.
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Kevin González

Self Portrait Without Diego
“Diego, my Diego. Diego, my love.
Why do I believe you to be mine
if you belong only to yourself. Oh, Diego”
-from Frida Kahlo’s diary

Frida is the staid face
on the canvas.
Her reflection shines
from the mirror—
hair thick
and black
as the lead
in Diego Rivera’s pencil.

He draws modern peasants
in The Detroit Industry.
Frida paints herself—
the brush a weapon
in her cold palm,
striking upon thoughts
of her absent lover
Her bones ache,
like the workers
in Diego’s mural,
because he is not hers.

She speaks to the mirror.

The

verb she knows is Diego.
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Jim Daniels

Goodbyes #2:
Walking Home from the Station
My feet sink in mud
the color of a blood-stained shirt.

If I was wearing that shirt
I’d rip it off and let the wind have its way.

Some
are sadder than a lost hyphen,
a hyphen drifting unattached.
I mean, some things sadder than a bridge
to nowhere. I mean, some things sadder
than a clever sonnet or the lost watch found.

Some places colder than the empty train
platform in January where you
did not appear, your absence
like a sharp blow. All the other
station greetings had been made,
cheeks kissed, shoulders pulled together
in the perfect arch of love’s closing doors.
The buzzed shock of a startled bee blown
into winter. Silver tears of olive leaves
hanging on. You are not
in motion toward me.
Last time, it was a bus, and I
was leaving you, the grunt and jolt
as it pulled out of the station
so slowly our waves had
fallen
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and all we could do was stare.
There will be no more stations
tuned in. The slow-motion fall
of your hand to your side
ed for nuance now.
Cold
wind ripples a puddle. I lift
my hands above my head
as if I were innocent.
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A. Loudermilk

Mema’s Funeral
Blaring sun:
summer’s opinion.

She was not a summer baby and fire was
astrologically,
believe it or not.
Born in November she was water,

on the longest day in July,

next to the husband
she never got over.
Her sister points out where the house used to be, the store, this road they
hitched

into town
on Saturdays

for boys when they were sixteen. And now, a procession makes the town’s
traffic.
The cemetery
overgrown with men.
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Mary Hussmann

Doorways
On a soft May day I arrived at a guest house on Ursulines Street, just past
Rampart on the north edge of the French Quarter in New Orleans. I had a
room off the interior courtyard, an open space overflowing with
flowers and plants, blooming shrubs small lily-filled fountains, banana trees
with bright
clusters, and a lattice-covered
with a porch swing
and black-lacquered Chinese cabinets. The lushness was almost
overpowering, more than I
bear, especially after the starkness of a long
Iowa winter.
My fourth visit to New Orleans and I’d
braved the throngs on
Bourbon Street, ridden the trolley up St. Charles to Audubon Park and
traipsed around the Garden District. I’d
around St. Louis Cathedral
and Jackson Square, browsed my way through the maze of vendors in the
French Market. And though I knew I’d do some of those things yet again I
wanted something else from this trip. This time, I’d told myself, I’m going
to get inside this city, right
the heart of things.
Beyond this oasis, beyond the barred guest house door was Rampart
Street with its seedy bars, boarded-up buildings, tattoo parlors, and to the
north, row upon row of shabby shotgun cottages as far as I could see over
the flat slab of the city. I wanted to walk those streets too.

It’s so
and humid in the summer
people move slowly, and there’s
an underwater shimmer in the air. A softness to everything, as if the
buildings were worn away by the air itself. Age, moisture, and general
disrepair have created new colors, new textures: rounded brick, faded pastel
paint,
worn to the color and smoothness of an old woman’s hands.
Weeds sprout in the cracked streets, buildings lean toward each other, stucco
falls in lightly-colored piles, brick walls sweat and drip, houses shrug off
paint, structures exhale and walls bow and shift, doors groan, and
foundations ease themselves a little deeper into the soft earth. The buildings
seemed alive to me, had personalities, eccentricities. I found myself touching
almost every surface I passed.
And listening to music everywhere. Street musicians. Marching Dixieland
bands. Jazz and blues pouring out of the club doors into the still, humid air,
and boom boxes blaring rap for the boys with bottle caps in their shoes to
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dance to. All these sounds blended into a buzz like cicadas on a summer
night, a light blanket of noise I became so accustomed to I didn’t really hear
it. Unless it was the sweet wail of a saxophone blowing from a darkened
doorway, played by a young woman, eyes closed to the passersby, spilling
notes from some pure, deep part of herself. Music so sweet it stopped me,
held
until I turned and put a dollar in her opened case.
Unless it was the 9-YEAR-OLD BOY WONDER on the
by the
river with his boy-sized drum kit, a cloth-covered card table set with his
and a huge, fake silver goblet, a chalice really, ready to receive dollars. The
Boy Wonder looked snappy, dressed in dark glasses, pressed white dress shirt
buttoned to the neck, sleeves down and buttoned, tight little black pants,
socks, black shoes. A cluster of pre-teen girls giggled
him as he
sat down to play. Spellbound, I stood there and
as he made those
drums an instrument, not just timed sticks on hide. He played syncopated
riffs, complicated back beats; I swore I could hear melodies, rich and replete
tone and nuance. He was terrific, and his grin at me said he
it as I
smiled back, shaking my head as I stepped forward and offered up my buck.
Later that day I walked into one of the Asian-run corner groceries on
Rampart to
a bag of ice and some film. There were the usual signs on
the grimy windows advertising beer, cigarettes, and the ubiquitous Po-boy
sandwiches and seafood specials. When I went in I was surprised to find a
long-dismantled lunch counter, a couple of shelves with a paltry display of
canned goods and condiments, and a noisy beer cooler with some
miscellaneous single cans of beer and soda. Behind the front
and
beyond a barricade of empty cases sat a young Asian man watching a tiny
black-and-white TV. I asked if he had any ice and he motioned to a
cooler at the front of the store where I found a bag so long past cube stage it
was a large, frosted block. When I went back to the front he was engaged
with an old man dressed in a filthy T-shirt and stained pants hanging under
his worn shoes, trying to sell, or perhaps trade, a cheap gold watch with the
thick twisty metal kind of band. The clerk didn’t want it, barely spoke, and
motioned the man away as he stared back at the TV screen.
I paid for my ice and some cigarettes and the man watched me get my
change back from a twenty, then said with a big gap-toothed smile, “Hey
pretty gal, I’ sell you this watch for ten dollars. It’s a genuine Rolodex.” I
guessed he meant Rolex, and I knew it certainly wasn’t, so I smiled, held up
my
and said, “Got a watch already.” I had shifted the ice in my arms
and was walking to the door
he jumped around me and said, “That’s
okay. Here, let me get the door for a pretty gal like you. Least an old man
can still do that.” So I thanked him and hoped he’d just let me walk away,
but he shuffled backwards in front of me on the sidewalk and said, I don’t
got no money and it’s so hot I just need a nice, cool drink. Can’t you spare
me that change?” I
tell by his breath that he needed some
Thunderbird and not a Pepsi.
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Perhaps because he was so persistent, so forward in his need, I reached
into my pocket and gave him my change. Just part of the give and take,
of the city’s hustle. Smiling as I stepped jauntily along the hot, littered
street, far from the tourist hangouts, I imagined the way the old man had
seen me, unadorned by camera, shopping bag, or shoulder bag, just my
rumpled T-shirt and shorts, hands unwadding the worn twenty buried in my
pocket
I paid for my ice. I bet he thought I was a local, I thought
smugly to myself, not some idiot tourist. Then I realized that of course he’d
heard me speak in those solid, unaccented Midwestern tones favored by TV
newscasters everywhere.
I thought about the boy drummer on the levee and the man in the
grocery. Both times I’d paid for a performance, one merely a little more
obvious. I wondered if anything was truly free in New Orleans, or rather, if
there’s anything not for sale. The old man probably spotted me for a tourist
right away, I thought glumly, shifting the ice from arm to arm, careful
to
look anyone in the face as I passed.
I
an earlier visit when two teen-aged black kids approached
my friend Kim and me one night as we walked between Jackson Square and
the impeccably restored Pontalba apartments. One of them stopped Kim and
said, “Bet I know where you got your shoes. I’ll bet you a buck I can tell
where you got your shoes.” Kim looked at her pointy, worn black boots and
back at the kid and said, “Okay, where?,” thinking he’d never guess a state
he’d
barely heard of. “On the sidewalk, and that’s one dollar you
owe me.” We knew she’d been conned
it was a good one, funny and
nervy, so she paid up and we walked on laughing, admiring the kids’
enterprise and
like spottable tourists.
Trudging back to the guest house I realized I didn’t want to be a
spottable tourist this time. Besides being catered
upon, solicited
from, used, they’re . . . obvious. This time I wanted to pass unnoticed; I
wanted to watch, to control my engagement with the city.
This trip I noticed many more homeless people, more panhandlers
sleeping on benches around Jackson Square and pissing between parked cars
in the
Quarter streets. I’ve always been intrigued at how these
people can erect an invisible wall of privacy out of the air. When
actively
begging they acted as if they did
see us, the visitors or the townies.
Perhaps they wanted us to
to
notice them. And there were more
homeless families now too; silent, large-eyed, even the children stare around
quietly. There was no hype or anger in the panhandling,
resignation and
exhaustion. Many men sat on the sidewalks, in doorways, backed against the
walls, holding a hat or a bowl, letting crude signs speak for them: I don’t
have no food.” “Please help.” “I lost my
and I don’ have nothing.
God bless you.” So many ways of asking in this strange city.
*
And so many ways of being lost. Late one evening, suffering from blisters, I
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walked down to the west end of the
toward Canal Street and the
main business district to get some Band-Aids at a Woolworth’s. It was
crowded, mostly with middle-aged tourists from the downtown high-rise
hotels buying cocktail mixers and Turns. In front of me the checkout was
a group of dark-skinned men, Indian or perhaps Indonesian, talking to each
other rapidly and vehemently in their native language and gesturing toward a
shopping cart filled with the oddest assortment of items: twelve or fourteen
cans of tuna, two huge bottles of cheap mouthwash, two toothbrushes, and
many packages of size D batteries. The cashier, a black woman who, like
most service people in New Orleans, looked like nothing could surprise her,
told them their total was $55 and something. One of the men took a bunch
of matted bills from his pocket and gave them all to the cashier, then gave a
helpless look to his friends. The clerk gave him a couple of ones and some
change back and the whole
left the store still talking loudly. After I
paid for my Band-Aids I hurried out and watched them as they walked away,
chattering and skittish from their brush with a city’s culture that has made an
form of peeling money from visitors. I kept trying to figure out a logic
for their purchases. I wanted to know their story; as if I could assign value to
their existence by extrapolating fact through imagination. They were clearly
new arrivals and obviously poor, so I guessed that they all lived in a tiny,
damp apartment, ate the tuna because it was cheap protein, then took turns
brushing their teeth with the mouthwash to
the smell so they
hurry
from restaurant to restaurant, from wharf to wharf looking for work. And
maybe their
hedge against the loneliness of an alien culture was a
portable stereo. That would explain the batteries.
“But why explain the batteries?” I ask later in my journal. Or anything
else in this odd city? Why do I even care about these men? By making up a
“story” for these foreign men aren’t I really making up my own “story,” a
version of myself? The one where I’m the insider, comfortable in
world
of drugstores and dollars, and they become the outsiders, the tourists.
Perhaps that’s the
of travel, especially obvious in this mutable city, the
freedom to cast oneself in other roles. I write, “But who am I here?”

In the middle of a hot and soggy afternoon I’m someone who
wants
to cool off with a wonderful concoction of iced
coffee, cream, and
chocolate in Kaldi’s Coffee Warehouse. This huge old building, with the
ground floor open to an interior second story balcony, smelling dark and rich
from the half-spilled burlap bags of coffee stacked everywhere, and furnished
antique grinding and brewing equipment, quickly became one of my
favorite haunts.
seemed to be the hangout for street musicians, mimes,
off-duty waiters, and assorted New Age and bohemian artist types. I tried to
pass as a local and sat at the counter
ran
two sides of the corner
building and
on Decatur Street,
far from the French
Market. Looking
I thought of starting a conversation with a man
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sitting a few stools down from me who was smoking and reading, pausing
every few minutes to look pleasantly out the window. His black pants and
white
marked him as a waiter and I knew he could tell me much about
the city. Yet I also
I couldn’t overcome my Midwestern reticence, my
own natural reserve, to speak to him,
playing out in my imagination
the sharp sigh that would signal his annoyance as he turned to reply to my
intrusion. Humiliated by a rejection I hadn’t even suffered I turned back to
coffee and lit a cigarette, exhaling my smoke at the window separating me
from the street.
Another local hangout is the Napoleon House, a corner building with a
mottled stucco face and story-high, black-green doors peeling from age and
humidity. Popular legend has it that after the battle of Waterloo the Mayor
of New Orleans planned to help Napoleon escape from St. Helena and had
the house built for the ex-emperor. A friend and I
the traditional
house specialty—muffaletta—Italian meats on French bread topped with
melted cheese and
Italian vegetables. Our waiter was a middleaged man with an unmistakable New Orleans accent, soft and lilting, vaguely
Southern but with a curious lift at the beginnings of words and sentences.
He wandered in and out, around the tables, often talking to himself and
laughing
sometimes “air-conducting” to the classical music playing in
the background. A few tables away were a
of older tourists, laughing
and noisy and drinking quite a lot. When they were ready for another round
one of the men tried to summon our waiter by holding his arm out and
snapping his fingers as he continued to
loudly to the rest of his table. As
the waiter walked by he winked at me, raised one eyebrow, smiled, and
muttered “don’t snap those fingers at me,” but by the time he reached their
table moments later he’d straightened his face and was affable and charming.
That single conspiratorial wink, that wonderfully inclusive gesture made my
day. It was as if I’d been allowed to follow him right through the swinging
doors into the
kitchen, where the waiters and cooks and busboys
talked and laughed and mimicked the customers.
All the music clubs leave their doors open; cool, conditioned air and hot
sound come pouring out into the steaming
to lure in the
dollars. At first it seems like a remarkable bargain: no cover charge.
But, the bouncer-doorman says, there’s a one drink per set minimum. That
sounds reasonable until the waitress tells you it’s five dollars for your Coke.
A few of us
it right so we could arrive during a break, buy our
obligatory five-buck drink and listen to a set or two. The band was fronted
by a white-haired trumpet player pushing seventy I guessed. The rest of the
band members were
in their sixties-saxophonist, string bass player,
drummer, and a serious woman at the piano, with neatly curled gray
and
a white polyester suit, who looked as though she’d be more at home
accompanying a Baptist church choir. Except for the bass player they
all
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black, and except for the saxophone player who smiled and cracked a few
jokes, they were all sober, intent on the music. These were musicians, not
some house band pandering to a noisy crowd. Technically they were
brilliant,
I sensed that we were seeing and hearing a carefully developed
facade. They seemed to play out of habit rather than from the heart. I
wondered if this was inevitable. Three or four sets a night, six nights a week
... for how many years? Thirty? Forty? How many drunken requests for
“When the Saints Come Marching In”? I wondered
the
I’d seen
earlier, playing saxophone in the dark-how long could she play on the streets
with her eyes closed, music case open-how long would the music stay pure
and true and from deep in herself? Or was that a careful
too?
Does playing night after night to an out-of-town crowd form a callus on the
soul?
Part of New Orleans’ intoxicating effect is literal. The city seems to give
visitors license to leave their Puritan baggage in their
rooms and to eat
and drink and dance and make lewd comments to other strangers on the
streets. I looked around the bar and noticed that I appeared to be the only
person
drinking, and at that moment I missed the camaraderie, false as it
could be, that drinking with a group of friends engendered. Though I could
see the contempt the musicians had for the obnoxious
I wished, for
the moment,
I hadn’t sobered up, that I still could bask in the alcohol
glow that’s such a central part of New Orleans night life. Walking the
streets later, still sober, I felt lonesome, and far away from the pulse of the
city I’d hoped to find.
The night before, down by the river, I’d watched the smallest, cheapest,
dinner cruise paddle-wheeler come up the river to dock. Before the boat had
even tied
the crew was stacking the cheap plastic tables and chairs, tearing
down, and cleaning up. But the passengers, all women, looking like
desperate secretaries on vacation, were still clapping and rocking as the threepiece band puffed and plodded through yet
rendition of the
“Saints.” I’d
as the last ones wheeled and shrilled across the
gangplank and the musicians and crew laughed at them and muttered among
themselves. I saw variations of this everywhere New Orleanians serviced
tourists: whether it was the tight, closed faces of the guest house maids
walking quickly past us leisurely breakfasters, or the phony good-time smiles
of waiters and carriage-drivers, one can sense the hostility and despair
beneath the
Easy’s facade.
The Café du Monde, on Decatur in the heart of the Quarter, is open
twenty-four hours a day, and although it’s roofed, the
walls are flimsy
cotton awnings open to the air most always. Tourists and locals alike come
to drink the café au lait and eat the sugary confections called beignets at its
crowded tables.
Here, around the Café du Monde and Jackson Square, is the largest
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confluence of street mimes, musicians, clowns, and hucksters in the city.
Tarot readers and portrait artists line Jackson Square like any park’s eager
birds, waiting to pluck a customer out of the seamless wall of tourists milling
around. One day I passed a mime on her way to
or to the spot
’d
claimed for the day as her job-site. She came striding down the street
looking like an apparition of Dickens’s Miss Havisham, but more ghoulish,
with a white-painted face and smudgy black-rimmed eyes, yet smoking a
cigarette and glancing at her watch just like anybody running a bit late for
work.
One evening I was sitting in the café when I noticed two people coming
across the street pushing two
carts. In this city of costume and illusion
what struck me is how ordinary they looked-a rumpled plain man in jeans
and a plaid shirt and a rather dowdy cheerful woman in a
top and
dotted slacks. They clearly weren’t mimes or musicians so I was curious
when they stopped in front of us and briskly
to unload their carts.
They pulled off big cylindrical objects; tubes, metal poles,
card
tables-all painted a cheap flat black. They were quick and efficient as
technicians, and as I watched, two eight-foot telescopes took shape in the
growing dusk. The man set ladders beside each one and busied himself
aiming, one at the moon, which was obvious, and one at no particular point
in the starry dark sky. The woman set up hand-painted signs that said
“Reflecting Telescopes: See Our
See Jupiter and Her Moons!”
There were smaller signs too, what looked to be not-very-new newspaper
clippings
the man and about the technology of the “reflecting”
telescopes. The woman set a card table beside each telescope and plopped a
fish bowl on both, then reached in
pocket and pulled out some bills
which she stuffed in each of them. After a long time spent aiming and
adjusting various knobs the man came down from the ladder, ordered coffee
from a waiter they seemed to know, and they were apparently open and
for business.
I noticed
it was mostly men who stopped to
the signs, look
skeptically at the giant scopes, then engage the telescope man, always the
man, in some kind of conversation. I also noticed that the men immediately
put their hands in their pockets as they read, and
and considered giving
in to their curiosity. Once satisfied they were not about to be cheated, they
put a dollar in the bowl,
impatiently to the telescope man tell them
to fiddle
the knobs, climbed the ladder, peered through the sight,
and compulsively, maybe instinctively,
to twist and turn the various
dials. Meanwhile, the man and woman were busy talking to others who
wanted a
then one of them would glance up at the current customer,
and the telescope man would groan, hurry over to tell them their time was
up, then scramble up the ladder himself to readjust everything once again.
This scenario was repeated over and over, and though I toyed
the idea
of taking a look myself, I knew that we’d eventually get up and leave and no
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matter how curious, I wouldn’t look. As usual I couldn’t bear the thought
of being so obviously a tourist.
of the word “tourist” and a hundred ugly stereotypes come to
mind. Tourists embody all the crassness of American junk culture. Tourists
dominate and control a landscape
than pass through it lightly. And
sadly, the economics of tourism are based on contamination and compromise.
The hunger of economic necessity forces a place like New Orleans to change
its culture to accommodate the lowest common denominator-the smutty
shops and girlie shows on Bourbon Street that pander to and exploit the
worst kind of tourist. The tourist expects to be cheated and harassed on
Bourbon Street, and the shabby dancers and store-clerks understand that the
contempt of the tourist once the hangover wears off is the price they pay to
take his money. At this level tourism is weirdly parasitic and symbiotic but at
least it’s a reciprocal commercial agreement.
I tried hard
to seem a part of this. I refused to spend money in
touristy stores. I spent most of my time walking and watching. I was quiet.
I didn’t
things or carry a large gaudy shopping bag or camera. I wore
quiet clothes. What was wrong with me? Much as I
to pass as a local
did I really think I
be other than what I was? A tourist. Within this
city of illusion I discovered my own paradox: All my watching, all my posing,
all
detached questing to get at the heart of things merely pushed me
farther away. I can’t ever break through the visitor barrier, I thought as I
stared in the window of Aunt Sally’s Praline Shoppe, all those white women
buying candy and silly gifts, and all those black women behind the glass,
sweating and working at their jobs.

The Maple Leaf Bar, far from the Quarter on Oak Street, is a legendary
music club. It’s a wonderful seedy place in a crummy neighborhood with
danced-thin cement floors, and pressed-tin walls and ceiling. I felt
completely at home as soon as I
in. The only seating was at a long
bar running the length of the
front room, and a second large room
had nothing
a stage and a few benches along the
Oddly enough
the bar had no jukebox,
there were about four chessboards set up in the
front and signs pasted all over attested to the popularity of Sunday poetry
readings and jam sessions. The bartender was a large, friendly woman
starting to sag at the corners of her mouth, her eyes,
her hips. Her
face looked soft, yet lined and weathered like a well-used dollar bill, and I
imagined years of hard bartending could do that. She looked as if she could
pick up any man and throw him out the door, but only if she had to, and she
wouldn’t
it.
We were there on a Thursday night-Cajun night-and the band was milling
around and tuning up when we arrived and found stools at the bar with a
view into the big dance room. It was apparent right away that the crowd
came solely for the music, came especially to dance.
music is zesty and
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rhythmic and I couldn’t stop tapping my feet and smiling as I watched
couples of all ages two-step and waltz-step in intricate patterns around the
floor. Everyone seemed to know each other and I guessed
most of the
same people came to
night
after week—like an informal dance
club. Couples exchanged partners frequently and the single men
outnumbered the available women partners.
I noticed an interesting custom among the dancers: everyone carried a
bandana.
men kept theirs in a back pocket while the women tied the
bandanas around their necks, or, if extremely trim, around the waist. I
wondered about this until the dancing started and I saw how it made sense.
Cajun dancing is energetic and athletic. Couples roam all over the floor and
each has a distinctive style: some dip and slide, others hop and bump, and
everyone twirls and twirls. The men definitely lead and sometimes seemed to
compete with each
in the cleverness and velocity of their steps. Women
who can follow any man’s lead were always in demand. Each song lasted at
least five and sometimes ten minutes, so after the accordion wheezed out the
last note everyone pulled
their bandana and mopped off the sweat.
wasn’t like the few country western bars that I’d been to in Iowa—no
flirting, no
glances, no who’s here with whom, no crying in the
bathroom. These people were here for the music, here to dance, and they
were having serious fun. My formative dancing years were in the ’60s and
’
and I never learned how to dance steps while actually touching
someone. For me, dancing was as individual as the particular drug sensation
I was having at the moment. Later, it became
as in “art” or
“style” or “performance.” Listening to the good-time pop and spark of the
band and seeing the exhilarated faces of the whirling couples I grew
nostalgic for a skill I never had. My friend Kim and I were asked repeatedly
to dance and the men’s reactions were
at all what I expected. In the bars
I used to frequent, to refuse a man a dance was to say: The real reason I
won’t dance with you is because I think you are a horrible person and my
refusal is an axe to your ego because I am an uppity bitch. No matter what
was said, that’s what the man heard. In the Maple Leaf Bar I had to refuse
dances due to my own incompetence. When I admitted I didn’t know how
to dance like that, a few men said “that’s too bad,” in a gracious
pitying
way as if I’d just divulged
I had a rash or some very slight deformity. It
was my first experience
the phenomena of “southern gentlemen,” and
though they were polite, they were slick and subtle too. For unlike the
northern men of my experience, who took a refusal as a wound to their egos,
these southern men delicately
that refusal back on me. It was my
self-esteem which suffered
night.
Talk about getting into the heart of the city, I couldn’t even dance
the locals.
For two days I overcame my reticence about carrying a camera and took
photos of any doorway
appealed to me. I drove out to the Garden
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District with its opulent mansions and cultivated gardens and I snapped
photos of freshly-painted carved doorways, some double, some French, many
barred. The only people I ever saw around the District were gardeners and
house painters and those photos felt like nothing other than documentation.
Back in the Quarter I
the residential streets to the north and west:
Dumaine, Governor Nicholls, Ursulines, Barracks.
I photographed the
shuttered doors of the wooden shotgun houses and raised brick
cottages that line the streets, and the tiny, person-width doors
lead
between houses back to the small courtyards. All the doors and windows
facing the street are locked and shuttered. I wondered if it was a desire for
privacy, to block out amateur voyeurs like
or if perhaps it had to do
keeping out noise and heat. Doorways are often painted a bright contrasting
color to the rest of the front;
against pink, emerald against yellow, blue
against
brick. Some of the houses look
windows boarded
and slats missing from peeling window shutters.
South and east, towards downtown, the buildings are older, and are made
of brick or stucco, two- or three-storied, with the ornate grillwork on the
balconies one associates with French Quarter architecture. Most of the doors
in these old buildings are double, each side barely wide enough for a person
to pass through and many have grillwork, now for security rather than
aesthetics. The overhanging balconies mean that some of these doors have
been in shade since the late 1700s and the buildings themselves have a feel of
damp and ponderous enduring gloom.
Although I was drawn to the history, the architecture, the food and the
climate, it was what hid behind the closed shutters, the closed faces or phony
smiles, that I longed for. Photographing all those doorways was a desperate
gesture, maybe an admission of failure, I thought dejectedly as I looked at
my notebook, pens, and a history of New Orleans strewn across the
courtyard table. Call it ingrained literary habit, my search for a metaphor for
the city, this trip. I had come to this strange and redolent place to discover
the heart of it, and to write about it, to fix its image on the printed page, but
now I saw that New Orleans had wiggled out from under
pen. In a place
constantly transformed by the effects of
and decay and social ills, a city
where the woman in heels and mini-skirt in front of you on the sidewalk may
very well be a man, a city that’s made an institution, however chaotic, out of
the concept of Carnival masks, any sort of fixed reality blurs and softens in
the wet air. There is no single story here. “New Orleans resists definition,”
I write in my journal, then in a flash, “or maybe it’s me. That’s why I keep
coming back.”
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Claude Wilkinson

Words on Images:
A Writer’s Landscape Journal
Although I am particularly drawn to rural areas, my landscapes are generally
reflective of places which border small towns rather than of true wilderness.
Indeed, a number of my paintings have resulted from sketches made within a
few miles of my home. While I typically paint scenes that offer an alluring
serenity, there is always present, at least to my mind, the undercurrent that
these spots may soon be lost to some form of encroachment. Similarly, my still
life work tends to be of bric-a-brac, empty bottles, things beautiful for their
own sake. Portrait and figurative painting, on the other hand, require that I
focus my energies on capturing the
’s distinguishing characteristic.
Thus, throughout the painting process, I concentrate on that essence.

All of my landscapes are begun by making preliminary pencil sketches.
However, I also sometimes use color photographs for reference. I make color
and compositional notes on location to serve as primary guides when
working on paintings back in the studio. Ironically, in recent
an
astigmatism has aided me in my goal to create more impressionistic scenes
than my previous work. Once I have discerned any crucial structural
elements, I remove my glasses to blur the image before sketching. This
of working, I believe, causes me to rely more on memory, thus
effecting
and emotive representations.
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Max Hipp

Rubbermade
Mr. French stood on county road 208, sweating in his tie on the first
day of spring. He tried to be still, thinking movement might somehow make
worse. He chucked the tire iron in an arc and watched it spin against
the sky like an angry pinwheel before it gnashed through the trees across the
road. It was late afternoon and Regan was bleeding in the weeds.
Mr. French had watched
face change. She had seen it coming—
perhaps not
—and he’d hit her hard behind the ear. She had rolled
down the hill and when he saw the wound darkening in her blonde hair, he
knew things wouldn’ be the same. He didn’t feel like a killer. The truth of
it was he felt a small sense of relief, the same one he felt when each of his
past relationships had ended. None had ever
like this one.
He
a car coming up the hill, the first one in twenty minutes. He
looked down at Regan in the gully, lying in the shade of the pines. He
checked his clothes for blood. A
pick-up pulled up slowly and French
could see Flick Dale in the cab, hunching and squinting. Flick was an
antiquated bag-boy at Idleburg’s only grocery store, Shaggy’s. Every time
Mr. French set foot in Shaggy’s, Flick would
the rubber gloves.
With big, happy eyes Flick would hand Mr. French his bags and say, “You
like them rubbers, huh?” French had taught school at Idleburg Junior High
for three years, but whether he stayed three or thirty, he
the
thing
the town would
about him was the gloves.
Flick
across the seat and cranked the passenger’s window down.
“Having trouble?” Flick didn’t have
teeth
he was a grinner.
“No,” Mr. French said. “Just had a flat. I got it on, though.”
Flick had shifted
reverse
Mr. French was speaking. He backed
behind Mr. French’s car and pulled forward, stopping three feet from his
knees. Mr. French glanced through the cattails and
the gully; he could
barely make out Regan’s light blue dress. He would have to
Flick’s
view. Mr. French tried to relax and forget about the grease on his hands.

Flick stepped out of the cab. He chuckled a little to himself as he
walked to the back of his truck. He clattered things around in the truck
bed until he pulled a lug wrench from the heap. He studied it and walked
toward Mr. French.
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"Want me to fix it?” Flick asked.
“No. That’s okay,” Mr. French said. He wondered how nervous he
looked. Like I said, I
put it on.”
French watched Flick look down towards the spare tire. “Is that a nut?”
Flick asked, pointing.
French followed his finger to a lug nut beside his right foot.
“Yeah. That’s a nut, Flick,” Mr. French said. He braced himself. He was
caught in a lie and
he expected questions.
Flick smiled. “Aw hell, I know how you are,” he said. With that, he
walked to the tire and knelt. Mr. French stood back, astonished. Flick
turned the lug wrench with great concentration and ease. He never seemed
to look back. When he finished he stood and announced, “Just needed a
little tightening.” He grabbed his cap by the bill and straightened it.
“Thanks.”
Flick smiled and nodded. “We’ll see ya,” Flick said, walking to his truck.
He tossed
wrench into the back and it hit with a flat clang. He cranked
up and fed the engine gas until it sputtered and rumbled like a
Flick spun out of the gravel and swerved onto the asphalt. Two more cars
ascended the hill, each slowing to stare before accelerating and rattling
their mufflers.
Earlier that
Mr. French had left the junior high at three o’clock to
up Regan. They were leaving for the casinos and they had
their bags
night before because they wanted time to gamble before
dinner. They had fallen into
work, lunch, work, dinner, sleep routine
and they had not seen much of each other in the past few
Regan
had proposed a weekend getaway, quality time, all that. She had said that
they needed to
Then they had the flat and it wouldn’t have amounted to much if she had
thrown his rubber gloves out the window. French had bought two new
boxes: one for his car and one for the casinos. Regan had been digging
through the brown bag of groceries he bought for the trip. She stopped,
looked sidelong at him, and tossed them out. He slammed on the brakes,
she yelled, Don’t! It doesn’t matter!” into his ear. He
gripping the wheel and staring at his
knuckles as he pressed the
accelerator. He could feel her watching him,
his shame. While
he drove, he worried about all the people passing through the casinos, their
hands covering coughs, wiping
and passing money that had been
tucked away God-know -where.

Mr. French thought Regan understood his condition, his aversion to
germs and superfluous touching, but
was before she’d lost the eighty
seven pounds. This time, she had become infuriated with his fretting over
the road grime on the tire and hubcap. She demanded that he act like a man
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for once and stop holding his hands in front of him like flippers. He
continued to stomp on the lug wrench
she berated him. It was hot
and he was chagrined, working in the small gravel, under her sharp words
and the close sun. Something ancient
in his throat, reddening his
face, swelling his eyes, darkening his mind, and he lashed out like a
threatened child, seeing only her mouth and seeking its silence.
As he drove back to town, he wondered if
comments had grown
harsher or if he was more sensitive since
affair with Greg Mobile. Mr.
French thought about the first time he
Greg. He sounded out each
syllable several times to make sure Mr. French understood that his last name
was pronounced like the city. After Regan had tried all the diet pills and
weight loss programs on television, she
to exercise and keep track of
her calories. Mr. French watched her become more confident in herself and
more critical of him at the same time. She hadn’t been unfaithful until
she went down several dress sizes. Mr. French felt he should have seen it,
this classic infidelity. Regan was a secretary working late at night on a case
with her boss at the law firm. When she finally
him about it, it was
over. What bothered Mr. French more than the
mingling of limbs in
his
was the triteness of it all. He was sure that fucking one’s boss was
tasteless and redundant by now. How could she have stooped so low as to
have an affair with an attorney at the firm where she worked? Mr. French
had been so distraught that he’d proposed. Mobile sent an engagement gift
and gave
a raise. Regan told Mr. French that she was ostracized from her
lunch bunch. She knew they sent
emails to each other and shut up
when she entered the room. But that was three months before and things
had been better since. Besides, he could block the affair out, make it
in
his mind, just like this.
At the service station, French washed his hands, scrubbing his knuckles
red. He washed his face and found that they only had a hand dryer, so he
ducked under it until his eyelids got hot. He looked in the mirror and saw
his eyes, darkened underneath and wide, his hairline receding ahead of
schedule. He brushed his hair back and smoothed his moustache. His hands
were trembling slightly. He always saw himself as a sort of Prufrock, perhaps
even Eliot himself. He had the bald spot, the thin legs, and the glasses. He
imagined running from the police, high-speed chases and shootouts. He
knew these things were
for him.
On Civic Street he drove past the Prince’s Theater, built in the 1930s.
Its massive red, white, and blue neon marquee glowed in
afternoon
sun. He had nowhere to go, so he pulled over and

He
buying tickets because one of his former students was always
manning the box office. He knew they all made fun of his condition because
they
often careless with their remarks. He never understood how
failed to comprehend that sound travels in an otherwise quiet room whether
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the teacher is lecturing or not. They called him Rubbermade, which he
thought showed an alarming lack of creativity.
“One to Pretty Horses" he said. Sure enough, he recognized the ticket
seller, Betty. Her skin was clear,
she was obese, no doubt a butt of jokes
herself now at the high school.
“Seven dollars,” she said. She smiled in a way that Mr. French did not like
as he passed the money under the plexiglass.
He leaned forward and cocked an eyebrow. “Have you been doing your
homework, Miss Simmons?”
She blushed as she slid the tickets and he covered them with a napkin and
swept them off the counter.“No sir,” she said.
“
you better get started as soon as you get off work.”
“Yes, sir,” she said, grinning through her braces.
Inside, Mr. French draped a few napkins across the armrests. The air
conditioner was giving him chill bumps, and the floors
incredibly slick.
He mumbled curses at himself for
buying more gloves, but he didn’t
think he
stomach Flick twice in one day. He tried not to think about
what had happened and he found it easy. Still, he had
regarded
Regan as his blonde Molly Bloom, queen of his bedroom. She was voracious
and masterful in
using
mass to pin him down and tell him she
wanted to fuck him to death and such. She had been his cheating
his
tainted love.
The movie was a travesty of one of French’s favorite books. He thought
the cowboys looked too clean and the director had done his best to omit the
writer’s darkness. It was horrible. He dismissed the movie as gibberish and
sat back in his seat,
what to do next. Mr. French was behind a
theatergoer with a thick cough and in front of a group of women audibly
enthralled with the male lead. He tried to savor the experience, thinking it
might be his last movie for a while.
Mr. French pushed through the exit doors onto Civic Street before he
noticed the sheriff’s car parked in front of Noodle King Chinese Restaurant.
He was frozen there on the sidewalk as Sheriff Ronald Roker rounded the
corner, tickets in hand.
“Oh, hey, French. How are you?” He smiled and extended his hand
halfway. “Oh yeah, I forgot,” he said, and he put his hand behind the small
boy standing next to him. The boy had a silver, heart-shaped, Mickey Mouse
balloon tied too tight around his arm.
“Good,” said Mr. French.
“French, this is
grandson, Eddie. He’s in first
this year. Gets all
A’s.” The sheriff leaned down to the boy. “Eddie, this is Mr. French, he
might be your English teacher one day, ain’t that right, French?”
Mr. French looked at the sheriff, noticed his shaved scalp and the
creases in his forehead above his tinted glasses.
“Yes, that’s right, Eddie,” Mr. French said, But first you
learn your
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ABC’s.”
The boy nodded and the sheriff laughed. “How’s Miss Regan these
days?” he asked.
Mr. French felt his jaw tensing. “She’s doing okay.” The sheriff was
nodding and Mr. French wanted to add something but he couldn’t think of
anything. There was silence. Mr. French’s hands
to twitch.
“Well, we gotta head on in, French. Take it easy.”
Mr. French stood there on the sidewalk, feeling as if some massive clock
had just jerked closer to the top of the hour. He noticed Eddie turning
toward him and scowling as the sheriff pulled him through the glass doors.
“Grandpa,” he said.
It was six-thirty. Mr. French returned to county road 208 in the dusk
because he couldn’t stand the wait. He was amazed that no one had found
her yet.
he got to the rusty water tower, he realized he’d passed the
place where he left her. He turned
and went back. He pulled over
and left the car running. There was no plastic yellow police tape and there
were no bluelights. There was no
Mr. French had been sweating all day, but
he unbuttoned the top
button on his collar and loosened his tie. He looked up for buzzards circling
nearby, for any indication. He climbed down into the gully. He stood knee
deep in the weeds and shielded his eyes from the sun, studying the bushes.
Mr. French wondered if she
have survived. He looked up and down
the road, remembering that the nearest house would be about a mile toward
town. She would have been hurt badly.
That night Mr. French thought he felt Regan’s
hovering above the
bed. He closed his eyes and saw her blonde hair swirling around her
blue face. Her hollow eyes
on him and asking why. He spent the rest
of his weekend pretending to sleep, peering through blinds, and sitting in
dark rooms.

On Monday, Mr. French’s students were a
mass of hormones. Each
period got worse discipline-wise. Everyone stared at his hands as they turned
in their papers, even though he had explained to them on the first
of
school that a classroom is a Petri dish. He had assigned Rumble Fish to his
advanced class because he thought the gang violence might get them to read
something. He had
through the trouble of commandeering a TV and
VCR from the library so he could show the movie version.
Halfway through the drunken
e-out scene, Mr. French realized there
were naked breasts on the screen and found himself hurdling his desk to
off the television to a chorus of laughs and groans. By the time the bell rang,
’s class was in an uproar and Mrs. Stringer had come across the hall to
make sure there was a teacher in the room.
News of Rubbermade’s hijinks spread through the school and by
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lunchtime, the students were pointing and snickering more than usual. Mr.
French tried to ignore them. He was trying to figure out why he had not
been arrested yet. He had proven that he was nothing more than a welleducated murderer. He
he would
the police everything, if they
would ever
him, though he
at the idea of going to the
station and mingling with the inmates. He didn’t eat much in the
lunchroom and he rifled through the newspaper several times, searching for
anything. Mrs. Stringer asked if he was growing a beard.
Mr. French always kept rubber gloves in his desk at school and at his
house. He had been borrowing from those supplies,
he needed some for
his glove-compartment so he stopped at Shaggy’s on the way home. Next to
the garbage bags, he found one box; Shaggy’s never seemed to carry enough
for him to stockpile them. In the line, he dropped the box several times and
stared at the magazines
the blonde, scantily-clad women on the cover.
He looked around expecting Regan to appear from the produce aisle or the
department. At the cash register, he noticed
there was a boy,
fifteen or sixteen, bagging the groceries. He asked the checkout girl in the
purple sweater where Flick was.
“He took his vacation,” she said.
At home Mr. French couldn’t stop clanking his coffee cup against its
saucer. Again, he considered going to the police. He thought about telling
them, I hit my girlfriend in the head with a tire iron, but she disappeared.”
But then he’d have to face, well, something, and he was afraid of it.
The phone rang at seven o’ clock and Mr. French dropped the coffee cup,
sending shards skidding all the way to the phone in the hall. He answered,
expecting hell.
“French, this is Greg at Mobile and Ward,” he said, I’m looking for
Regan.”
“She’s not here,” Mr. French said. He waited. Greg Mobile had a way of
annoying Mr. French with his brevity and bluntness of speech learned from
years of law, its bottomlines and deal-making.
“She didn’t come to work today and she didn’t call in and that’s highly
uncharacteristic for Regan.” Mr. French didn’t say anything for a while, but
he imagined Greg in his great leather chair, surrounded by pictures of his
kids and his wife, a cigar smoking from one hand, his other on anything he
could ever want.
“You’re right, Greg,
is highly uncharacteristic. But don’t worry. She
didn’t come to work because I killed her.”
Mr. French smiled at the silence on the line. Then, he heard a wheezing
noise that sounded far away at first, and seemed to be coming closer until
Greg Mobile burst into a coughing laughing fit for a full
Hell,
that’s a good one French. Just tell her I called if you will.” He hung up.
Mr. French unplugged the phone.
Tuesday Mr. French couldn’t get out of bed. He didn’t call in sick.
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About ten o’ clock he sat up and pressed his palms to his eyes. He wondered
if he had killed her. He wasn’t even sure he had actually hit her anymore.
The one thing he knew for sure was
he’d left Regan in the ditch off 208
and now she was gone.
He dressed without eating or showering and headed back to the county
road. He drove slowly and passed where he saw her last. There was a new
empty beer carton on the shoulder. He turned around and pulled in the
driveway of the nearest house. There was a blue tarp tied down to a stack of
firewood in the yard. A kite in a tree, hanging from its string, was swinging
in the breeze like a spastic pendulum. Mr. French knocked on the door and
no one came for a while, then it opened. Cedric Dixon stood in his pajamas.
“Why aren’t you at school, Cedric?” he asked.
“Uh, sorry Mr. French,” he said, wide-eyed. I had to watch
sister
today because Mom didn’t come home last night. I didn’t think you’d come
out here to get
though.”
Mr. French was sorry for startling him. Sorry for not asking the question
he really wanted to ask.
“Cedric,” he said, “I didn’t come out here to get you. Actually, I was
looking for a blonde woman—I mean, I was wondering if you had seen her.”
“No, Mr. French. You lost somebody?”
“Yes, Cedric, I did.” Mr. French scratched his neck. “Sorry,” he said and
he started to
away.
“I’ll see you tomorrow, Mr. French,” Cedric said,
Mr. French wasn’t
listening anymore. He was almost to his car.
On the road, he passed the site again, going east, hoping for something.
Two miles down the road he passed a mailbox marked Dale” and stopped.
Young pine branches smacked his windshield and scraped the glass as he
pulled into the driveway. He had
known
Flick lived in the area. He
felt light-headed. Mr.
’s world became only what was unfolding in
front of him. The driveway lost gravel and turned into two deep dry ruts.
He straddled them with his wheels as he turned up a hill. He passed a
chicken-wire pen full of cinder blocks and spotted Flick’s white truck.
’s
house was on the side of a hill, shaded under tall maples.
French pulled on his gloves. He left the car door open and walked along
the dirt path to the front door. He could hear a television blaring from a far
room and he knocked. Nothing happened, so he knocked again, harder. He
stood on the stoop and bit his thumbnail. The doormat was coming apart
and said “Welcome, friends.”
Mr. French found himself behind the house, stumbling over tree roots,
worrying about dogs, trying to find the room with the television. He got on
his knees and crawled to the corner of the window of the room where the
morning soaps were blaring. He cupped his hands to the glass and looked
inside.
Flick Dale was sitting on his couch, smiling, absorbed in the television.
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His arm was around Regan, a bandage duct-taped to
head. Mr. French
wasn’t sure if she was alive,
her eyes
vacant and fixed on him, her
face bathed in gray light from the tube. Her head was on his shoulder and
he was stroking
hair. Mr. French didn’t recognize the red dress she was
wearing.
French stared at this tableau and tried to process
His heart was beating
fast, but he was no longer afraid. He realized that he might
need gloves
to keep this nastiness away from him. He backed away before turning, before
running to his car. He said to himself in his mind that nothing
have
changed without this. There would have been no forgetting.
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Laura-Gray Street

Disposable Goods
Dusk meanders the creek, tingeing, tonguing
the thick flow where it pools along a clog

of bottles, a carburetor sunk in weed muck.
My stick weaves an oily web that breaks

and clings to phosphate foam, then fades
like a ring dropped through this sewage crust
without a glint. What could blink in that
obsidian filth if
the refuse of love?

No
Just

sift; no change of heart.
thing thrown away.

Spring that silts forever, dead as the spit-in
eye of a dead fish: there’s a hole in this choked

throat, like a well deep enough for clear water
—but no winding down, no rope.
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Phyllis Nobles

It Is Monday Night
Nights you’re tired of breathing your own breath.
You call your someone across town, who
reminds you that he can only give you part of
the weekend, you did agree to this arrangement. One
night a week, no expectations, no strings attached.

Your someone who didn’ work out has turned off
his
gone out for the evening. He is
at home.
His phone will ring from now
doomsday
and he will
answer
He is not at home.
He is not even in your town, or your state.
You stand alone in
driveway
and listen to mothers call in the children,
who call in the dogs. The
late again,
passes your box. You feel sure you will never get
another letter, that your phone will never ring.

Someone has squashed a mango
on the black November sky. It is Monday
night, it is dark at five. Your desperate winds
to howl inside you. You grip the door
and
inside your shadowy house.

Suddenly irritated at your fear of the dark, you wonder,
how many people does it take to light the lamps,
to open a bottle of Spanish wine and squeeze lime
onto the fish, will the moon shine less brightly
in the cold street for one, when the dishes are dried?
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Robert Parham

Deciding upon Luray
At the ford, the creek lapped over concrete,
spilled not quite silent onto the oval stones
lay its bed all the way to the bend.

At White Post we wondered
coming here
where the
mountains rise quietly up,
where canopies of fox grape grasp the trees.
Driving on, we disposed of Winchester,
thoughts of apples, Harper’s Ferry, the river
below, its boulders noisy with promise.

So, tonight, halfway up, we lie drowsy,
deer in the cut and the lights of Luray
dim through the blue haze of chimney smoke.
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Dan Chanon

Ten Years Later
Madeline was about to enter the observation car when she saw her
brother, whom she hadn’t spoken with in almost ten years. She had a panic
attack. Her heart
to race almost immediately, and heat spread up her
neck to her ears and cheeks, making them tingle with alarmed pinpricks.
first instinct was to turn and hurry back through the dark tunnels of the
train’s passengers, back to her seat.
But then the train rocked fiercely; the rubber walls that connected the two
cars wobbled and tilted. Madeline lost her balance, and when she stumbled
against the door her brother lifted his eyes from his book. He stared directly
at her.
And then looked back down. Madeline tried to imagine what he had seen:
A pale, stricken face, bobbing in the little porthole window,
open as if
drowning. Perhaps he had only barely glimpsed her. Perhaps he hadn’t even
recognized her. She had, after all, changed a lot since he’d last seen her.
She’d lost
80 pounds, and her hair was a different color. When she’d
visited the small town where she and her brother had grown
many of her
old acquaintances had said that they’d
have guessed who she was. She
looked like a different person, they said.
She
through the window, carefully. The man (her brother?) did
not look up again. He turned a page of his book, thoughtfully running his
fingers along the crease of his trousers. Madeline felt her heart slowing.
Surely this was
him after all: Not reading a book,
dressed in a jacket
and tie. She couldn’t imagine her brother in such an outfit. And once she
looked at the face more carefully, she saw subtle differences. There was
something cleaner in the line of the man’s nose, and his complexion was
lighter and less ruddy. After
’d
the man for a moment, Madeline
realized that he was
at least five years older than
brother.
Still, the striking similarity unnerved her, and it was a
more
before she finally touched the button on the door. The air lock sighed
loudly, and it seemed to take a long time for the sliding door to
open.
The man glanced up again, giving her a curious
and Madeline could
feel the hum of the train’s velocity beneath her feet, the wheels shuddering
on the rails.
No, it wasn’t him after all. Of course not.
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She tried to make her walk obvious and natural as she entered. She felt
foolish. She was always too nervous, she told herself, and she recalled a time
when her ex-husband had surprised her late at night as she was rummaging
through the refrigerator, how she’d actually flailed her arms and screamed
when he’d spoken from the dark.
“What were you expecting?” her ex-husband said, in his ironic, bemused
baritone. “A monster?”
She was on her way back from a visit with her ex-husband, and the
memory made
stiffen with resolve. Her ex-husband thought of
as
the same high-strung girl he’d married,
she was not. She had changed a
great deal, and to prove the point she forced herself to walk directly and
deliberately in front of the gentleman who resembled her brother. She even
her
her to
butsee
her what
with hehypnotize
not
d down
was reading. “The Works
mouth
” it was
butof Love,
called,
she and Madeline
not
smiled to imagine her brother reading such a book. He
needed
raised
his eyes as she walked past, and she gave him a quick, cordial nod.
But he did
return it. Instead, he stared harder, his eyes widening. His
twitched, as if silently stuttering.
After a moment he said, incredulously. “Madeline?”

walked

It was the sort of
her ex-husband would love to see her in. He
enjoyed her moments of high discomfort, liked to see her flustered and at a
loss. How he would laugh to see her standing there, wishing fruitlessly that
’d never
into the observation car, frozen with uncertainty. “My
God!”
ex-husband would say. “Why not just say, 'Hello, Monte!
How are you doing?’ Why not just sit down with the guy and have a nice
talk?”
But she couldn’t. Such a talk, such a confrontation, was the last thing she
at this point, and as she stood there, frozen, as the man before her
suddenly solidified into her brother after all, her brother appearing out of
nowhere to say, “Madeline, is that you?,” the first thing that came to
was
to deny it. She knew that it was childish and cowardly,
she couldn’t
think of anything else.
“I’m sorry,” she said. “You must be mistaking me for someone else.” She
could feel the inside of her body crackling, mortified by the baldness of the
lie, but she kept
expression steady. Adrenaline brought an actor’s
steadiness to her, and she shrugged pleasantly. Then,
sure what to do
herself, she went to sit in front of the large windows, beyond which
thin, tightly spaced houses were rattling past. She wanted to hurry out of the
observation car,
she didn’t dare. It would seem too obvious, and her
brother might then be inspired to follow her. And so she sat staring out at
the houses as if they might
her, trying to focus her inward panic
on the soft blur of the passing world: wet buildings, telephone poles, old
cars, weeds. She put her hands tightly together, intertwining her fingers and
setting them carefully in her lap.
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The last time she heard from Monte, he had written her an apologetic but
self-pitying letter, in which he promised to pay back the money he’d stolen
from her and her parents. “No one will ever understand the depths of regret
and remorse I feel about my behavior,” he had written. I will suffer for the
rest of
life, if that is any consolation to you.”
It wasn’t. He’d written the letter a few months after he left town,
a series of bounced checks, in a new car that their parents had co-signed on,
and which they
left to pay for, month after month, since they
not
be persuaded to file charges against him. He also took with him a credit
card, taken from Madeline’s purse. By the time she realized it was missing,
and had it canceled, he’d amassed a bill of almost two thousand dollars—gas,
restaurants, nice motels, even flowers’—charges crisscrossing the country.
When she got the melodramatic letter from him, it was a little hard to believe
his sincerity. “I swear I’ll pay you back, every cent,” he wrote,
she noted
with grim satisfaction that he had
included a return address.
He never
them again, though her parents had talked about him
as if he
merely away on a long trip. When they died, five years after he
left—killed in a car accident on the road near their home—there was still no
of his whereabouts. By that time, her anger at him had grown into a
kind of dull hatred, an ache that flared up from time to time, like an old
injury. When she thought of him, she hoped that he was poor and miserable.
Then she felt sad.

After a time, he came over to where she was sitting and lowered himself
into the chair beside her. Do you mind...?” he said, and she had to act as if
he were a stranger asking the question.
“No, no,” she said, and for a moment they both stared out the window.
It had begun to snow, and some cows were standing in a field, bearing the
weather stoically.
She still felt surprised that he had recognized her. She had been so heavy
he’d last seen her! When she looked at pictures of what she used to be,
she would cringe—not only the weight, but the overdone makeup, the frilly
clothes, the thick permed brown hair (which she’d since had cut into a more
manageable length, and dyed, an ashy blonde color called “Maid of the Mist”
by the woman at the beauty parlor.) She was, she thought, quite different.
But Monte was eyeing her, puzzling, and when she caught his gaze, he
glanced down sheepishly. Look,” he said. “I’m
a weirdo or anything,
I have to tell you that you look amazingly like my sister. It’s really
uncanny.”
Oh, really?” she said. She kept
voice cool, calm, disinterested. She
tried to
it a little, as
She adopted a gentle Southern lilt, the accent
she had practiced and practiced when she was a teenager, obsessed with Gone
With the Win “Well,” she said, in her accent. “I have that
of face.
People are always saying that I remind them of someone.”
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“That must be strange,” he said, and she knotted her fingers more tightly.
“Not really,” she said. “I’m used to it.”
He was silent for a moment, and she stared out to where he was staring,
though it was just a passing stubblefield.
“So,” he said. “Where are you headed? If you don’t mind me asking.”
“Chicago,” she said, which was true. “Back home.”
“Oh,” he said. “That’s
I’m going as
I don’t live there,
though. I’m just there on business. A convention, you know. Computer
software salesmen.” He made a wry, self-deprecating face, one that she
recognized from childhood. Perhaps, she thought, he
recognize her
expressions as well? She stiffened her face, nodding. “My name’s Monte, by
the way,” he said. “Monte Collins.”
She took his hand, briefly, bobbing
head. Why am I doing this? she
thought. This is very creepy. But she smiled. “Martha,” she said, which, for
some reason, was the first name that came to her. “Martha Field,” she said,
glancing out at the unreeling pastures. “Pleased to meet you,” she said, and
something settled inside her chest, as if she’d swallowed a seed.

Madeline was returning from San Francisco. Shortly after school had
ended for Christmas break, Madeline and her 13-year-old daughter, Amanda,
had driven west in a small U-haul truck full of Amanda’s possessions.
had all
—Amanda, Madeline, and Madeline’s ex-husband, Dave—they
had discussed it, and it had been concluded that it was best for all concerned
if Amanda lived with
father for a while. As they drove across country, on
Interstate 80, Madeline convinced herself of the rightness of the decision.
Amanda had been doing poorly in school, and there had already been
problems with drugs and boys which Madeline did
feel equipped to deal
with. They fought. A terrible enmity had grown between them,
solid and frightening which, despite various attempts at counseling and family
therapy, they had not been able to break. It was true, she told herself. Dave
and Amanda got along better, they seemed to understand one another.
Dave, who made considerably more money than Madeline, had arranged for
Amanda to
a prestigious, regimented girls’ school, about which
Amanda was surprisingly enthusiastic.
The drive to San Francisco was uneventful. She and Amanda
careful,
polite, almost solicitous, like tired lovers parting ways.
of them could
think of much to say, so the drive was full of long, prairie-like silence—Iowa,
Nebraska, Wyoming, Utah.
It wasn’ until she left San Francisco that the enormity of it settled over
her. She and Dave
enemies anymore, despite the fact that he’d
once left her for
woman.
The Nubile Cutie (as Madeline always referred to her) had dumped Dave
hard, shortly after they’d run off to California. The Nubile Cutie had turned
to be such an awful bitch that it had evened the score in some ways, and
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she and Dave had, in recent years, slowly developed a phone friendship. But
Dave liked to tease her, and as they drove to the train station, he had gone
into a riff
her fear of flying. He told Amanda about their honeymoon
trip to Vegas, how despite the calming nerve medicine she had taken, she still
had a panic attack. "Wait!” she had hissed at Dave hoarsely as the plane
lifted from the ground. “Please, tell them to stop the plane! I’ve
my mind!” It was, perhaps, merely affectionate joking,
Amanda had
laughed too loudly and long. It underscored their separation, and Madeline
had grown hurt and moodily distant. “Oh, Mom!” Amanda said. “We’re
just kidding But she’d hugged her goodbye perfunctorily, and sitting in
her seat on the train, Madeline felt tears
to slip
of her eyes. When
she put her hand to her face, the elderly man beside her had turned and
stared. He had beautiful white wavy hair, and he touched her shoulder.
“Miss?” he said. “Are you all right?” And she sniffed, smiling professionally.
“My contacts...” she explained, and her tear ducts squeezed shut, she
regained control. But she wasn’t prepared to have any emotional
confrontations- certainly not with Monte.

The last time Madeline had seen Monte, she was happily married to Dave,
and Amanda had been three years old. Monte himself had been the main
trouble she’d faced, the only blot on the otherwise comfortable life she was
imagining for herself. If only he knew, she thought, Monte would hardly
believe how things turned out. He no doubt
her as she
was—25 years old,
dutiful, eager. A young wife. She had been very
concerned about her house. She
the television they had bought, and
the microwave, and she hated the grungy look of the old tile in the kitchen.
She
to shop for cute outfits for Amanda. She ought to be embarrassed
of her values then, she sometimes thought—her love for having things neat
and pretty, the collection of porcelain
little round-faced girls
learning clumsily to sew, playing with
naughty, sneaking a cookie
from a jar. She still had these
though she didn’t display them.
They were in a box in the upstairs closet.
Now, looking at Monte sitting across from her, she couldn’t help but
think of the Madeline she’d been ten years ago, the Madeline whose credit
card had been stolen, the Madeline who had never been very far away from
the town where she grew up, except for one week-long trip to Vegas. In
many ways, she was glad that this Madeline was gone, though for a moment
she was struck with a sort of yearning, a tenderness for the person she had
been.
“So,” Monte said, after they had stared out the window for what seemed
like a very long time. “So,” he said. “Have you lived in Chicago all your
life?”
“Oh, no,” she said, and fluttered her hand vaguely. “I was born in the
South,” she said Belle-ishly. “But I’ve lived...a little bit of everywhere.”
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“That must be nice,” he said. He gave her a warm look with his eyes, an
expression of his that she’d almost forgotten. “I suppose you learn a lot
about the world that way.”
I suppose,” she said.
“I know I’ve lived all over the country, and I guess I’m glad I’ve had that
experience. All over the map—from Washington state to Florida. But, you
know, I grew up in a small town. A small town in Nebraska, of all places!
When I was growing up, my
family lived within miles of each other,
you know? Just about everybody-grandparents, great-grandparents, aunts,
uncles, cousins. And nowadays, I think there’s a lot to recommend that kind
of life.”
“There
is,” she said. She folded her hands again. But, of
course, you can always go back and visit. They’re always there,” she said, and
then regretted it, for he looked at her sharply, his eyes fixing on her face.
“That’s true,” he said, but his gaze continued to rest on her. He shook
his head. “My God!” he breathed. “You really remind me of my sister! I’m
sorry if I seem like a crazy person, it’s just...really striking.”
Really?” she said. She heard herself laugh, a friendly, almost flirty little
chuckle. She didn’t know where it came from, or how to interpret the
pleasant buzzing feeling on her skin. “How strange!” she said. It must be
how an actress felt, she thought. Herself and yet not herself.
“Yeah, well,” he said. “To tell you the truth, I haven’t seen my sister in
like nine years, or something. I don’t know what
’d look like,
really. She was a bit heavier than you are, last time I saw her.”
“Oh,” she said, and tried to hold back a prideful flush.
pounds,
she thought, eighty pounds was more than a “bit” heavier.
“Besides that,” he said, “she’d probably be several years older than you
are. She’s, like, pushing thirty-five, and you don’t look like you’ve hit thirty
yet.” He shrugged. “Not to say that age matters or anything.”
“Nice of you to say,” she said. “Actually, I’m thirty-two. I’m not
sensitive about it. I think—I rather like my
I feel more at ease
t
It
gesture
not
“ “
her?.”
“ doesn’ matter, at a certain point,” he agreed. “I don’t know. It’s just
weird. I’ve been thinking a lot about my sister lately. That’s all it is.” He
paused, touching his thumb to his69
upper lip in an old
of
thoughtfulness. “We lost contact, and I feel bad about it.” He sighed. It
wasn’t...it wasn’t amicable, I guess you could say.”
She was reserved for a moment, as if considering. “Have you ever tried to
contact
”
“No,” he said. I wrote her a letter a long time ago,
basically no.”
He shook his head, as if she wouldn’t understand. “It’s
that easy, at this
point.”
“What a shame,” she said. If she had been herself, this would have been
the end of the conversation. She would have lapsed into silence, and he
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would have eventually returned to his book, gotten up, moved on.
But she wasn’t herself For the moment, she was Martha Field. She could
say whatever she wanted. “What was she like?” Martha Field said recklessly.
“Your sister?” He looked at her hard for a moment, and she could sense his
suspicion, his desire to penetrate her disguise, his uncertainty. “I don’ mean
to be too personal,” she said demurely.
“Not at all,” he said. “I was just thinking. You know, my
sister—Madeline is
name—Madeline’s a hard person to describe. It’s hard
to figure out where to start. When we were kids, she was just like my big
sister. You know how big sisters are. She was high-strung. Screamed a lot, as
I remember. You go into her room and she’d yell her head off.
'Get
out of here, you pig!
Monte’s bothering me!’ That sort of thing.
It’s
to describe someone you grew up with. It’s like they’re just sort
of...there, you know? And you fall into the usual roles, like 'little brother,”’
he held up his fingers, making quotation marks. But I would go into her
room just to bug her, just to hear her scream. You know
kids are. I’d
get off on it. But then when you fall into that, you can’t get out.
Sometimes, I’d go to her room and I wouldn’t want to be a pest. And I’d
just, sort of like, spy on her. She’d be reading her book or doing her
homework, and I’d wish that she was like the kind of big sister you see on
TV, who would be kind of
nice too, give you advice and
be sort of motherly. Sometimes she would be almost like that, but
she
would realize that I was Monte, and she would want me away from her.
“She was strange, you know?” Monte said, and shrugged. “My dad used
to call her ‘Pharaoh,’” like in the old Bible story. You know? How Moses
tells Pharaoh that the ten
are coming, and every time Pharoah says
he’s going to free the Israelites and then changes his mind. ‘Pharaoh hardens
her heart,’
dad used to say, because my sister used to get this really
stubborn look in her eyes. It was kind of a family joke,
she was a
teenager. ‘Pharaoh hardens her heart.’ And she’d get all upset and
emotional. ‘Just quit it! Stop saying that!’ She hated to be teased. That’s
the thing that made
such a perfect target. She had no sense of humor
about herself.”
Monte looked at her again, as if to gauge her reaction. But Martha Field
merely tilted her head, thoughtfully, even as Madeline tried to digest what
Monte had told her. It didn’t seem true. The pharaoh stuff she
remembered, though to her it had been
her father’s gentle teasing, not
significant. She did have a sense of humor.
And she had helped Monte. Lots of times. She used to help him with his
homework. And—she recalled—there was one time
he borrowed a
friend’s BB gun, and had somehow broken it. He didn’t know what to do.
parents had forbidden him to play with guns, so he couldn’t go to
them. He didn’t know what to do, and she had given him money from her
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own savings, so he could buy his friend a replacement. Why, she wondered,
didn’t he
that?
"I’m boring you, I think,” Monte said.
“No, not at all,” she said. “I was just thinking.”
He looked at her eyes, searching, mulling, something sad
between them. “You want to get a drink?” he said. “We still have a couple
hours before we get to Chicago.” He smiled. “My treat, okay?”
“Sure,” she said. And she smiled too, uncertainly, full of doubt.
She had forgotten that he
be charming—or maybe she’d never
known it. He’d been twenty-one when she’d last seen him, and what he’d
said was true. She’d never paid much attention to him, except to think of
him as a pest, a problem child, an annoyance. Though he’d certainly
behaved horribly back then, it still gave
a pang. He’s had a sad life, she
thought as he came back with their beers. She took the plastic cup he
offered her, and
he
his beer in a mock toast, she touched the lip
of her glass to his.
“To my sister,” he said. “Thanks to her, I got to
a nice person.”
“To your
” Madeline said, and though she held her smile steady, she
did not
in his eyes. She took a sip of
beer.
“So,” he said. I never even asked you what you do in Chicago.”
“I’m a physical therapist,” she said. “You know. I work with people who
have had strokes or been in accidents and so on.”
“Ah,” he said. Interesting.” And he was quiet, as if considering. If he
still harbored suspicions, this would quell them, Madeline thought. Even for
her, it was hard to imagine
she had
from the life
’d lived when
he knew
to the one she was
living. There had been, in the years
following the divorce, a
of recklessness, a dogged, determined
destructiveness—hard
she thought. After Dave had left her for the
Nubile Cutie, things seemed to move like a video in fast forward, with the
corresponding blur, the rapid, inane jittering of the people on screen. There
had been the early period,
’d thrown herself furiously
dieting
and exercise, into books that told her how to be happy. After that, there had
been a man she thought she might be in love with, whom she followed to
Albuquerque; and another man, who was so taken with her that she was
ashamed not to love him back. With him,
’d moved to Chicago. Years
passed before the world finally slowed to real time again, before she emerged,
slow-blinking, into her new life, rediscovering her old love of steadiness,
orderliness, stability. Madeline had begun to take courses at the university, to
make plans, though of course by that time Amanda’s childhood was almost
over, and she had grown
in that fast-forward blur, into a sarcastic and
secretive girl, someone quite unknowable. Madeline still found it hard to
believe. It was impossible that Monte could imagine it.
“So,” she said, taking a punctuating sip of
beer. “Do you think you’ll
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ever see her again? Your sister.”
He had drifted off into thought, and now he lifted his head, looking at
her, peering. “I don’t know,” he said. “It would have to be...so
diff nt...that it would be like starting over. It wouldn’t be my sister, at this
point. She’d be somebody else, I imagine.”
“Yes,” Madeline said. “Everyone changes.” She thought for a moment,
hoping to add to this dull comment, but nothing came to her. “We think
we’re going to stay the same,
we don’t. It’s the big shock of middle age,
isn’t it? That you go on living, despite everything?” But he just stared at
her, tipping and looking into the mouth of the beer he’d just emptied.
“Your voice is a little like hers, too,” he said. He smiled tightly. “I don’t
know. It’s a strange feeling. I mean, when I first saw you, I thought, 'I've
got to
to her.’
was like a one in a
chance. I mean, I was sure
you were her. And, even now, I keep getting these weird vibes, like—is she
just pulling my leg? Is she just pretending to be somebody else? But you’re
not, are you? You really are...another person.”
There was a moment when she might have wavered, her expression might
have betrayed her. But then some odd reserve of strength rushed in to fill
her. She could feel it hardening beneath her skin, and she felt Martha Field’s
gentle, sympathetic smile forming on her lips. “I really am someone
different,” she said kindly. “I’m sorry.”
“No, no,” he said, and he gave her a sad, hard grin. I’m just sort of in a
weird state of mind, I guess. I did try contacting them recently, and I found
that my parents were dead. Killed in a car accident, and I never knew.
And Madeline had left her husband and moved away. And everything was
gone, when I thought it would stay the same forever. It was kind of a shock,
really. I didn’t
I’d been gone
long.”
She put her hand to her throat, but said nothing.
“No, no,” he said. It’s
a sad story, exactly. The thing is, Martha, I
wasn’t a very good person when I was younger. Lied. Cheated. Stole. I
stole from my own family. I mean, I was an asshole. And then I ran away
from home, and I never went back. It’s been ten years. I never talked to
them,
even a postcard. I’m
even sure I’d know what they looked
like, you know? When I left, I didn’t have any pictures with me. So maybe
they don’t even look like what I
them to look like.” He sighed
hollowly, and even as Martha Field retained her composure, Madeline’s own
neck prickled.
But you haven’t contacted them at all?” said Martha Field, with a
reserved and concerned voice, somewhat like the therapist Madeline and
Amanda had seen. “Surely,” murmured Martha
“surely, after all this
time, they wouldn’t hold a grudge. It would seem to me that they’d be
delighted to hear from you. Of course, I don’t know what you did, but
could it really be
bad? They must wonder about you as much as you
wonder about them.”
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“Maybe you’re right,” he said. He ran his finger along the rim of his cup.
“At first, you know, I just wanted to get away. Run away from
problems,
run away from—you know—all the mess I’d made. And then there was a
part of me that thought, 'Why don’t they come looking for me?’ If they
really loved me, they’d find me, no matter where I was. They wouldn’t give
up. They wouldn’t just sit there, waiting. Would they?
“I don’t know. I’m like the rest of them, I suppose. I’m stubborn.
Probably my mom would be glad to hear from me, and my dad, too,
and—maybe even my sister. I think
it sometimes. But it’s almost like
I couldn’t stand to be forgiven. I’d be too ashamed, you know? That’s what
keeps me from it. I couldn’t stand the idea of being so ashamed.”
“So it’s a
of pride,” Martha Field said softly. “Is that what it is?”
I guess so,” said Monte. “But you don’t know my family. They’re rigid,
you know?
it’s a Midwestern thing,
there’s this...self-containment
that’s hard to describe. My sister was the classic example. I mean, I’m her
brother, right? But she had this shell that was impenetrable. She never let
her guard down. Especially after she got married. There was this artificial
quality to her—it was like her whole life was this act she was putting on.
Always cheerful, chirpy, nice—but cold too. It was clear to me that she was
just totally disgusted by me, didn’t trust me, didn’t like me. Probably
good reason. But
all the time
she was thinking what a loser I was,
’d be full of polite chit chat, using
fake friendly voice, like I was a
customer or something. I used to think about how lonely that must have
been. To be so closed off from everyone. But at the same time,
can
you ask somebody like
for forgiveness?”
“I’m not sure,” she said. She was stung by the description, of course, but it
didn’t show: Martha Field mused thoughtfully. “I think I know the type of
person you’re talking about, but I don’t know if they’re any more...closed
than anyone else. I think you have to be willing to approach them on their
own terms. To see things from the other person’s point of view. And it sounds
to me—from what you describe—that she
have a hard time seeing your
side of things as well. Maybe it’s just a difference in... perspective.”
Probably,” he said. “Maybe I’m just trying to justify myself.” He looked
the window again, and it seemed to her that she ought to touch him.
She might lay her palm on the back of his knuckles, or pat his shoulder. But
then he shrugged, sighing.
I don’ usually do this
of thing,” he said. “Unload on strangers like
this.”
“Well,” she said. She couldn’ think of what else to say.

There was still time before they reached Chicago, she thought. She didn’t
to continue this charade-she could tell him, it would be simple. She
thought of what she’d told him earlier. They'd probably be delighted to hear
from you, she'd said. Oh, yes-but then what? She understood what he was
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saying all too well: she, too, would be too ashamed, at this point, after
playing at her act for so long. She would seem cruel, and perhaps even a
little crazy.
And what, after all, would be the point? To resume their relationship
somehow? To provide “closure,” as the counselor she and Amanda used to
see would say, “resolution”- as if such a thing were really possible. The
woman, the counselor, had seemed to think that the events of a life
be
packaged neatly and then stowed away, an
that filled Madeline with
scorn.
She remembered how once, when she and Dave had been talking on the
phone, they had discussed the idea of getting back together. “We’ve both
changed, we’ve both learned some things,” said Dave. He had earlier
complimented her on all the weight she’d
and it seemed to her that the
two
connected. No, she thought. You didn’ want me then, so
you can’t have me now. “It’s too late now, Dave,” she’d said. “You can’t
take back what’s happened.”
That’s what she should have told
counselor. The past was always
you—you could
escape it, “close it,” “resolve it,” because it was what
you
made of. That was what that woman should have been telling
Amanda, instead of filling her up with false hope. Now, in San Francisco, in
her girls’ school, Amanda would have to
this for herself.
She thought this, and the urge to reveal herself passed. It would be
senseless, she thought, a useless gesture. She thought of what he had said.
How lonely that must have been, to be so closed offfrom everybody. Yes, she
thought,
he didn’t understand. She chose to be lonely. She chose to be
lonely.
They had drifted, by this time, away from talk of Monte’s sister. They
spoke a bit about Monte’s job. He traveled a lot, he said. They talked about
restaurants they liked-they both
Thai food, they discovered. They
talked about apartments they’d lived in, about cockroaches and mice and
cold floors. Radiators, he said,
his favorite heat.
was the type of polite chit chat
he’d earlier criticized. But didn’t he
see? They were comfortable. They were enjoying themselves. What was so
wrong with that?

At last, an
came over the intercom: the train was
approaching Chicago’s Union Station, and they should return to their seats.
They had been talking affably, and when the conductor finished speaking,
they were quiet for a moment.
“Well,” Monte said. “I guess this is...um?”
“Yes, well,” she said. But it was good to meet you!”
“It was,” he said, and stood awkwardly. “Mutually. I mean, I really
appreciated...”
“Yes,” she said.
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He looked at her heavily, and for a
it seemed that his eyes were
watering. “Listen,” he said. “I don’t want to be weird or anything. But
if...if you
Madeline, I mean I would just say that you could call me,
maybe. I mean, here’s my card, anyway.”
She took it, smiling, slipping it into the pocket of
blouse. “You’re so
funny,” she said. “Believe
Monte, if I were Madeline, I would tell you. I
really would. She’d be very lucky to have you as a brother.”
She let her hand slip into his. It was
and damp, and their palms
touched, and she shuddered, as if a current had passed through her, some
echo of her past anxiety. She shuddered: someone had walked over her
grave.
If I don’t see you again,” she said, “I hope...I hope you have a very nice
life!” And she gripped his hand
before releasing it.
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Mark Lewandowski

“The Peace Corps”: Love It or Leave It
Back in the seventies the government must have really been pushing the
Peace Corps. Its famous slogan, “The Peace Corps: The
Job
You’ll Ever Love,” was ubiquitous. I couldn’t watch television for one hour
without seeing that commercial which starred a well-groomed young man
trudging knee deep through a muddy trench, mouthing the mantra in a stern
voice,
a plethora of happy villagers crowded the
The guy
lived and worked in a place as far from the subdivisions I grew up in that one
could get. By the time I turned twelve I
I wanted to be him.
In 1991, after
a Master of Fine Arts, I took on the “toughest
job I’d ever love.” I quickly found out, however, that my “job,” instructing
bright-eyed Polish students, was hardly tough. In fact, it was downright fun.
But I should have heeded the grammar of the famous slogan. By the end of
my Pre-service Training for the Peace Corps, I realized that the pin-up boy in
the commercial couldn’t have been referring to digging irrigation trenches in
suffocating heat as the “toughest job.”
he must have been talking
about his association with the Peace Corps itself, the institution, and the
people who train the volunteers.
In 1990, the summer before
last year of graduate school, I traveled
through the former Eastern Bloc. I lounged on Charles’ Bridge in Prague
and
to young Czech musicians play Dylan songs, an act that would
have landed them in prison seven months earlier. In Cracow, I danced to
punk versions of The Kinks’ songs in an underground bar that used to be a
hangout for student protestors wanted by the secret police, and I spent a
week with an ex-nun in Budapest who took great delight in watching endless
reruns of the unexpurgated execution of Romanian dictator Ceaucescu on a
Russian-made television. This is where stuff was happening. When I began
the application process for the Peace Corps in the fall, I requested Eastern
Europe. Who needed the bugs and poisonous snakes of Africa? Starting in
90, the Peace Corps sent volunteers to Hungary, Czechoslovakia and
Poland in droves. The woman who conducted my initial interview told me
the Peace Corps had more openings than applicants for that region.
“You’re a shoe-in,” she said. “You’ve got a Bachelor’s and soon a
Master’s. I envy you. The Peace Corps in Europe! But let’s
get ahead
of ourselves. Your application looks great,
there is the matter of these
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questions..."
Even though the Peace Corps was already in Europe, the questions
seemed to come from a standard list made up thirty years earlier:
“What would you do if a village chief sacrificed a goat in your honor?” she
asked.
“ village chief?” I asked. “A goat?”
“A
Bear in mind that this would be a great honor.”
“I’d eat it and thank him graciously?” I replied.
Good! Now, describe a past experience that would prepare you for living
in a mud hut with no running water or electricity.”
“A mud hut?”
“In extreme, and believe you me, in extreme heat.”
Well, I thought. I live in Kansas. It can get hot. And I've done my fair
share of camping. But that was in places like Alaska and Colorado. Luckily I
remembered the brochures that describe the type of people the Peace Corps
looks for.
“I stayed in some pretty rustic hostels in
and Cracow,” I said.
“But to tell you the truth, I have no experience living in mud huts. But one
aspect of being a Peace Corps Volunteer is that you are asked to live at the
same 'level’ as the people you are serving. This is the best way to understand
a different culture. And I want to
a culture other than my own.
If I had that much experience to prepare me for the Peace Corps, I wouldn't
want to do it.”
“Good!”
The interview lasted about a half hour. At the end, the interviewer said
she was recommending me for the Peace Corps. In a couple weeks I would
receive some paperwork. After being cleared by the FBI, I would be sent a
confirmation letter, which would have the name and extension number of my
Placement Officer.
“I’ve indicated on my form here that you should be placed as a university
teacher in Eastern Europe,” she said. “My guess is that you will be sent to
Hungary. You have everything they’re looking for. Send me a Hungarian
postcard. All my people send them to me from their posts, so you better as
well!”
Hungary! I was thrilled. I couldn’t wait to tell my
and my
were
Maybe
nts, whotold
were full-blooded Hungarians. I’d have to ask
them
about goat sacrifices and mud huts. Five months earlier, I had ridden an
express train from Budapest to Eger, home of Bull's Blood wine.
there
mud huts on the Magyar Plain, but the train was going too fast
for me to see them?
I received my confirmation letter in late February. I followed the
instructions by calling my Placement Officer in Washington DC immediately.
She wasn’t there. I was
to call back. I did so, but she still wasn’t there.
In fact, she wasn’t there the first five times I called. During each call I was
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promised that she would get back to me. She never did. Two weeks after
another
receiving
the paperwork, I caught her atbothered
desk.
haven
“What,
met” she answered.
“Ah, Ms.,” I said. “This is Mark Lewandowski. I believe you're
my Placement Officer?”
“ “And?” she replied.
“I received this letter two weeks ago and it says that I was to call you
immediately.”
line
“And?”
“Well, it says I have been confirmed as a Peace Corps Trainee.”
“You need a clearance from the FBI. I’ll call you...”
“I’ve done that already.”
“Just a second,” she said, with exasperation.
I was put on hold. After staying on the
for five minutes, the
recording telling me all about the wonders of the Peace Corps clicked off and
was replaced by a dial tone.
I called back.
“What.”
“Ms.? This is Mark Lewandowski? We were cut off.”
I said I’d call you tomorrow!” she shouted, hanging up before I could
get
word in.
She didn't call when promised. The following day, I contacted the woman
who interviewed me back in December.
“I’m having problems with my Placement Officer,” I said. “Her name is
Ms.. Do you know her?”
I was
with a moment of silence.
“I’m sorry to hear that,” she said finally. “You’ll have to pamper her.”
“Pamper her?”
“And lean on her.”
“Pamper and lean?”
“I’m afraid so.”
“Can I get another Placement Officer?”
“It's not so easy,” she said. “She’s likely to get mad and ‘lose’ your folder
and you wouldn’t get placed for years...You
’t forgotten about that post
card, have you?”
The game of telephone tag with my Placement Officer went on for weeks.
Her nastiness continued unabated. April came around and I started to get
nervous. Training for teachers was scheduled to begin in June. I would
graduate in another month. I hadn’t
to
a job search. I
had my official confirmation and the assurance from my interview.
During the first week of April, I “pampered” my Placement Officer. I
asked about the weather in DC, as well as about her own experience as a
volunteer. After a few moments of pleasant small talk one call she said:

conduct
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“Mongolia. We’ll send you to Mongolia.”
“Mongolia? Is
even an independent country?” I asked, doing my best
to hide my disappointment.
“If it isn’t now, it will be,” she said, the anger
back into her
voice. “Why else would we send our people there?”
“I was really hoping for Eastern Europe,” I said. “My mother’s family
comes from Hun-”
“Mauritania, then,” she said. Don’t tell me
you have
against Mauritania. I’m African-American. So don’t you tell me you have
something against Africa.”
“No,” I said quietly. I tried to remember where exactly Mauritania was,
or if I had ever even heard of it.
I heard papers shuffling on her end.
“You have no French!” she shouted. “How can you expect to go to
Mauritania with no French!”
More shuffling of papers.
“Poland, then,” she said. “You’re going to Poland as a Teacher-Trainer.”
Now we
in the right part of the world, but Teacher-Trainers
sent
to small
universities. Instead of teaching creative writing and
literature, I’d teach ESL and Methodology.
“But...” I said.
It’s the
word I got out.
“I don't give a damn what they told you in
interview!” she screamed.
“Do you know
hard I’ve tried to appease you! Do you think this job is
easy! Who the hell do you think you are...”
Her harangue lasted a
minute. I had to hold the phone a foot from
my ear. The only thing that kept me from hanging up and forgetting about
the Peace Corps completely was fear. I had no other prospects. Come May
I'd receive my last check as a Teaching Assistant. My parents had recently
moved from Kansas City to Cincinnati. I had no desire to stay in Wichita, or
to follow my parents. I had no choice, I thought.
My Placement Officer eventually ran out of steam. When her voice
reached a more bearable decibel level, I returned the receiver to my ear.
Pamper, I thought.
“The universities in Hungary want
’s,” she continued. “You have an
MFA. I’d have to fax ahead and wait for an answer. That would take weeks.
By that time, Poland will be filled and you'll have to wait till next year.”
A fax would take weeks? Pamper.
“I’d love to go to Poland,” I said. “My father’s family is from Pol-”
“It’s settled then. Get your physical and
check immediately.”
Come June, I found myself in Miami with 135 other Trainees for the fourday Pre-Service Orientation. Many of my cohorts were disappointed that we
weren’t being sent off to Poland with the same fanfare as the first Poland
group the summer before. Those Trainees had their orientation in
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Washington and met President Bush. Miami was chosen this year, we were
told, because of the climate. According to our Orientation Trainers, there
was no summer in Poland. Winter lasted eight months and you never saw
the sun for one minute of it. The climate would be one of the hardest things
to grow accustomed to.
“For two years you will
feel the warm sun on your skin. We’ve chosen
Miami so you will at least have a memory of summer to carry you through
the darkness of Poland.”
The description of the climate could have come straight out of a
Solzhenitsyn novel. After these opening comments, I looked around the
hotel's convention room and saw faces of bewilderment. What about my
baggage, their eyes read. We are
allowed two bags. Should I send all
my summer clothes back to Iowa?
Afterwards, the pay phones
jammed with desperate Trainees trying to
convince their parents to airmail down coats and wool socks to their training
sights in Poland.
“I know it’s
June,” they pleaded, “but it’s still winter there!”
Even those from New England and Minnesota looked nervous. What had
they gotten themselves into?
The less gullible searched for Trainers that had actually been to Poland to
find out what the weather was really like. Of the dozens of officials there,
one had spent time in Poland. He wasn’t a Volunteer,
an employee
of the Peace Corps in Poland. He had just returned from Warsaw the day
before, and his eyes
red with jet lag. He was scheduled to give us a
briefing. Finally, we thought, someone with specifics.
“They might have told you it was cold in Poland,” he said. “They didn’t
tell you the half of
Poland has one of the most inhospitable climates on
earth. And let me tell you something else. You better like cabbage because
that’s all you’re going to get to eat. Even in Warsaw. Cabbage. No meat,
no fresh fruit, nothing. Cabbage. Two years of cabbage. Cabbage,
cabbage.” He shuddered and shook his head, as if reliving his worst waking
nightmare.
An hour before this speech, I had told some new friends
feasting on
roast duck in Cracow. They now looked at me dubiously.
Don’t listen to this clown,” I said. “And the weather isn’t that bad
either.”
But you didn’t actually live there,” one Trainee said. “You were just a
tourist.” She spit out the last word like it was dirty.
After Cabbage Man’s speech, Trainees scrambled to stock up on allpurpose vitamins.
During
briefing, we were filled in on the grooming habits of
Poles. “They dress very conservatively,” we
told. “Poland is a Catholic
country. Short skirts and revealing tops will not be tolerated. Your skirts
should come to below your knees, at least, and all tops should have sleeves
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and high necklines. Polish men are conservative as well. As representatives
of the United States government, you are expected to present a culturally
sensitive appearance.”
Later in the day, all the male Trainees with long hair disappeared. When
they came back, their manes were shorn to an inch above their collars.
“I told the goons that I’ve been wearing my hair long since I was a kid,” a
Trainee told me. “They said that if I didn’t have it cut I would be sent home
today.”
Between the endless speeches and presentations, the warnings and
inoculations, we were encouraged to buy gifts for the families that would
host us during our training. Those of us familiar with John le Carré novels
suggested blue jeans and cigarettes. But what to buy the kids? We sought
out the advice of Cabbage Man.
“Calculators,” he said. “These people have nothing. Calculators! That’s
what they need. Take lots of spare batteries, too. You can’t even buy those
in the
currency store. Can you imagine your own life without
calculators?”
He seemed to admire calculators as much as he despised cabbage.
of us left Miami downcast and pessimistic. We were never given a
clear picture of
or of what to expect in our training sights.
Orientation I discovered
the Peace Corps had been desperate to fill the
136 slots for Poland. The woman who would become my girlfriend was
accepted
the Peace Corps only two weeks before Orientation began.
Even if the fax to Hungary had taken weeks, Poland would have still been
available.
My own attitude toward the Peace Corps didn’t improve until the flight
from JFK to Warsaw. I sat next to a young Polish woman who asked me why
I was going to Poland. I
her about the Peace Corps. She had never
heard of it. When I said
I was going to live in Poland for two years to
teach English, tears started streaming down her cheeks.
“
are 135 other people going, too,” I said.
She looked above her seat.
“All these Americans?” she asked. She could barely get out the words.
“Yes.”
“That is so beautiful,” she said. “You don’t know how beautiful.”
She cried intermittently during the ten-hour flight. For the first time in
months I felt proud about the Peace Corps and its mission.
When we checked into our respective hotels in Warsaw, the sun sat
and high in the clear sky. A
of us strolled up Nowy Swiat, one of the
main arteries of the city. The sidewalks were jammed with makeshift markets
selling bananas, mandarin oranges, pineapple, kiwi fruit, strawberries and
apricots. Next to the fruit snuggled crates of carrots, potatoes, celery,
radishes, peppers and green beans. If you rummaged hard enough through
the cornucopia, you
even find a cabbage or two. We stole quick
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glances into butcher stores displaying pork roasts, strings of sausages and
whole chickens. Windows opening onto the street sold take-away pastry and
balls of Italian ice cream piled high in waffle cones.
In Old Town, we maneuvered around pedestrians and the cafés that had
spilled out onto the cobblestones. The Poles looked young, healthy and
thin. (Over forty percent of the population is under the
of thirty. The
percentage is higher in big cities like Warsaw.) We gawked the Polish
women. In style
short skirts that barely covered their ass cheeks. Many
of the women went braless and wore skimpy tops. They had no problems
navigating the cobblestones in their spike heels as they sauntered past the
churches on every corner.
We took in the sights, and over draft beer in a small pub we laughed at
Cabbage Man. He had been in Warsaw just a week earlier. What was up
with the cabbage harangue? Were we fed misinformation or ignorance?
Neither answer gave us confidence in the Peace Corps.
After a sleepless night, the result of jet lag and the
heat of my hotel
I was sent to a suburb of Warsaw with one-third of the training group.
The
two groups went to two other suburbs. With our presence, Peace
Corps: Poland became the largest Peace Corps program in the world.
Arriving in my town, I
to look forward to meeting my host family.
I hoped constant exposure to Polish at home, as well as the classes I took in
training, would make me conversant in the language. I’d discover first-hand
the culture of the typical Polish family, in the process making new friends.
We were told that most of the volunteers ended up
the holidays
with their host families, even if they were given work sites on the other side
of Poland. This was one of the few things that sounded wonderful back in
Miami. As soon as I got off the bus, however, I found out I was assigned to
the home of a nine-teen year-old
student. His parents
living at
their summer home an
and a half away. My host had requested a young
woman on his questionnaire. He hid his disappointment well
he met
me, a twenty-six-year-old male with a scraggly beard.
My gifts for the host “family,” which included Pez candy dispensers,
became superfluous. But I was more
than my counterparts who
had listened to Cabbage Man. Nearly every kiosk in Warsaw sold affordable
calculators. One trainee proudly presented the kids of his host family with
calculators,
to discover that each of them had a brand new personal
computer.
My host and I shared a two room flat. I slept in the main
he slept
in the kitchen. One month
training he started a
with horrible hours.
He was often
before I woke
and didn’t come back until after I went
to sleep. I spent most of my after training hours getting drunk with other
Trainees or sitting alone and reading in the flat. When we did have time
together, he wanted me to set him up with females in
training group.
After training ended, I never saw or spoke to
host ever again.
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Most Volunteers will tell you that the three-month Training is the worst
part of the Peace Corps experience. In Poland we had classes eight hours a
day, five days a week. For most of those hours we sat on hard chairs or at
desks made for elementary students. The classrooms
and poorly
ventilated. Our days were split into three components: Language, Technical
Training (teaching) and Cross Cultural Studies.
Our Training's Head Director was a big, friendly, outgoing man who had
smiles for everyone. On the surface, he was caring and listened whole
heartedly to any complaint presented to him. But
a third of the way
through our training he made a
to us that, to this day, still
astonishes and sickens me.
All forty-two of the Trainees (a couple had already “ET’ed,” or Early
Terminated), as well as the entire Polish staff were brought to order during
lunch one day. As our Director began to speak, the Poles dropped their
gazes to the lunch in front of them.
“For a few weeks
I’ve withstood the complaints you Trainees have
voiced about the Peace Corps,” he said. “This will end right here, right now.
I’ve instructed the Polish staff to report to me any negative comments they
may hear
the Peace Corps, whether these comments are made to them
directly, or if they happen to hear them in passing. A bad attitude about the
Peace Corps will not be tolerated, and I can assure you that anyone with the
wrong attitude will not be sworn in as a Volunteer....”
Wanting to weed out those Volunteers
completely devoted to the
Peace Corps might be an understandable, albeit
notion, but
anyone with even a shred of knowledge about Eastern Europe under the
Soviet yoke should be outraged by our Director’s proclamation. The United
States stands as a symbol of Freedom and Democracy the world over,
it’s
possible that Poles
more passionate their impressions of America than
anyone else. America, to them, is everything that the Soviet Empire wasn't.
Many Poles refer to the United States as “God’s Country,” Home of the
Blessed. We, as Americans, are a part of what one Peace Corps friend of
mine calls the “
Sperm Club.” In America citizens can pursue dreams
without the worry of disgruntled,
neighbors informing on them,
thereby having them shipped off to a Siberian gulag. Behind the Iron
Curtain, the Informer was even more dreaded and feared than the police,
because anyone, even a close family member, could be one.
But in 1991, just a year and a half after the Soviets withdrew their
“influence” from Polish territory, a representative of the United States
Government ordered Polish citizens to inform. There is no doubt that some
of the Polish employees had been informed on when the Communists were
in power, or
they themselves were threatened with jail time if they did
not inform on one of their friends or colleagues. One teacher of mine, who
quit after our summer training, saw the Peace Corps as the embodiment of
everything American: wealth, freedom, and sympathy for those not fortunate
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enough to be born in “God's Country.” To work for this American
institution, created by John F. Kennedy to be a cornerstone of his “Nation
Building” program, a relatively non-threatening weapon to fight the Evil
Communists, was a badge of honor among Poles. What must have our
teachers felt when our government asked them to become the very type of
people the Peace Corps was created to fight?
Other threats soon followed. Training personnel and trainees were
forbidden to have “intimate relations” with one another. If discovered, the
Pole would be fired immediately, the trainee sent back to the States. Driving
was a no-no. Defiers would be sent home. Our vacation time was also a
bone of contention. Officially, we were given twenty-ive days per year
vacation time, even though we, as teachers,
eight months a year. The
twenty-five days included weekends, because for some reason, volunteers
were “on-call” twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. The Peace Corps
threatened to take away our passports so we wouldn't be able to leave the
country, or to at least check them occasionally for departure stamps.
Volunteers who left their site without permission were subject to
dismissal. During our Swearing-in ceremony, two towels were stolen from
the Ambassador’s bathroom. The Country Director assumed the thieves
were Volunteers,
the dozens of Polish teachers or staff who also attended
the event. He threatened to dock every Volunteer’s stipend unless the
culprits confessed, or someone else informed on them.
Most of us did
have problems
the rules themselves. If they had
been explained rationally, we could have easily lived with them.
Unfortunately, they were
explained rationally. We were made to feel like
criminals before even thinking
committing a “crime.”
Were the threats the natural outgrowth of misinformation? Of ignorance?
Of arrogance? A mixture, perhaps. The professionals in the Peace Corps (as
opposed to one-time volunteers) are career men and women. Officially, a
person is only allowed to spend five years working for the Peace Corps in a
professional capacity, unless their talent is somehow unique. Summer
Trainers can work indefinitely, year after year. All the officials in Poland had
been volunteers in places like Sub-Sahara Africa, where the climate can be
inhospitable and the variety of food is very limited. Possibly they all looked
back on their years as volunteers with nostalgia. These were the days of lifechanging experiences, of
epiphanies. To them, the Peace Corps
meant suffering through
fighting uncooperative bureaucracies, warding
off tropical diseases, expulsing feces inundated with worms, drinking
undrinkable water and being the
person for miles of undeveloped
savannah or jungle. The Peace Corps wasn’t about comfort. It wasn’t about
skiing in the Tatra
over winter break, sipping French coffee in a
Renaissance square surrounded by breathtaking architecture, being
mesmerized by the treasure-trove of art packed into the Hermitage, or about
having readily available fresh food. The Peace Corps was about pain. If no
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pain is involved, a two-year commitment is no longer a sacrifice.
One only needs to flip through the official Peace Corps calendar to discover
the appropriate environment for the idealistic volunteer. You will not find
pictures of well-dressed businessmen in Budapest, or the stunning central
square of Gdansk. You will find poor,
cherubic African children and
quaint mud huts. The simplicity of rural life in Africa, South America and
Asia is the training ground for the true volunteer. My Trainers and
Placement Officer had the real Peace Corps experience, and they
hell
bent to create conflicts
would shape
even if that meant turning
themselves into fools and violating every cross-cultural rule the Peace Corps
officially endorses.
Training eventually ended, and like a good little citizen I pledged
allegiance to the Peace Corps and was sworn in as a Volunteer on the back
porch of the U.S. Ambassador’s luxurious villa. Once I got to my college
in Biala Podlaska, I did
best to put the threats and the misinformation
behind me. I wrote humorous letters
home, telling friends and
family that I learned about communism by being in the Peace Corps, not
by living in an ex-communist state. I completed my two-year obligation,
and the day I left Poland was one of the saddest days of my life. Of the
135 people who started with me, less than a hundred finished their two
years. One of those who left early was an acquaintance of mine, a ranting
idealist who had worked in refugee camps all over the world. I picture
him now,
in Miami before he was ordered to cut his hair. He looks
very much like Arthur, a young Polish man, my student in Biala Podlaska,
one of my best
in
world, who, to this day, has hair that reaches
the small of his back.
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Joy Wilson

Interview with Tom Franklin
Tom Franklin was born in Dickinson, Alabama, and in 1981 moved to
Mobile with his family. He received his BA in English from the University of
South Alabama while he worked
in a grit
and hospital morgue.
In 1998 he received his MFA at the
of Arkansas. His stories have
been anthologized in New Stories From the South, the Year' Best, 1999, Best
American Mystery Stories,
and 2000, and Best Mystery Stories of the
Century. His first collection of short fiction, Poachers, appeared in 1999.
Recipient of a 2001 Guggenheim Fellowship, Mr. Franklin has taught
creative writing at the
of South Alabama, Bucknell University in
Philadelphia, Knox College, and after leaving Ole Miss he will fill the Visiting
Writer-in-Residence seat at The University of the South. He is
to
the poet Beth Ann
and they have a daughter, Claire.

JW: How did you find out about the Grisham Chair?
TF: Barry Hannah of all people called me. I was at my desk in my basement
office in Galesburg, IL, on a snowy Saturday morning, and the phone
and the voice on the other end said, “Tom, it’s Barry.”
I know four Barrys in all, and Hannah was the last one I expected to hear
from. He said, “You’ re being offered the Grisham Chair.” I couldn’t believe
it, and said so. He told me to discuss it with Beth Ann and call him back and
let him know if I wanted it.
the time, she was in Miami visiting her
mother. I told Barry I didn’t need to discuss it with her. I accept,”
I said. And didn’t write
word that day. Instead, I went upstairs,
made a fire and smoked cigars (blowing the smoke up the chimney), drank
beer, played Leonard Cohen CDs and called people on the phone. I’d never
been happier.

JW: Tell us about Poachers, where the stories came from and how long it
took to create the book.
TF: The oldest story is over ten years old. “A Tiny History,” which was
d in a much different version under a different title in The
Chattahoochee Review. It’s a blatant Ray Carver rip-off; I was reading Carver
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all the time back then. I’ve changed it a lot, made it less minimalistic, but its
still got a Carver flavor I like. It’s the only one of the stories in Poachers set
just about all
and it’s a quieter story than the rest. I’ve even got a line
in it-“
said anything”- that’s a
title,
of a nod to him.
The
oldest is “Shubuta,” which is one of the most revised stories of the
bunch. I wrote a last line, “This spying imbibing laughing loving fucking
family of ours,” which I loved, and then wrote the story that led up to it. I
sent it off and a journal sent it back saying the last line was too highly
stylized. They were right. Clipping it made the rest of the story make less
sense, so I spent four or five years messing with it, finally getting it the way it
is now.
“Blue Horses” was originally “Rise,” a title I love, but nobody understood
it. I intended the title to show how this guy, Earl, rose to the occasion when
his friend needed him. But Blue Horses” is a better name, I think. This is
the only story where I knew exactly where I wanted it to go: I knew
it
would end. For me (and for most
I think), story writing is an act of
discovery. You write alone and see what comes next, or you begin with an
image and see where you end up. This time I knew the two guys would
deliver a gun to a dying friend and then they’d leave. Yet I was still surprised
by what happened with the railroad train set and the made-up town, the blue
horse.
I’m a big fan of Rick Bass’s
Watch, and I wanted my collection even
before I sold it to be as close to it as I could get
(By the way, I was always
listing titles in different orders, and also listing aspects of the stories which
in first-person,
in third; which had dead animals in them; which
had industrial settings, etc.,
I think is important
a collection
helps you see connections between the stories you might otherwise miss.
Also, a new-agey friend of mine says such visualizing is important for your
psyche. I’m
sure I believe that so much
I do think it’s important to
consider your stories as a book, and to consider that book from
angle
imaginable.) Back to Bass. He has three linked stories in
Watch, so I
wanted linked stories, too. Which is why the characters in “A Tiny History,”
“Alaska,” and "Triathlon” are the same. They
originally three different
stories, with different characters, but in imitating Bass I discovered a link in
the stories, and
heightened the link, which I think gives the book a kind
of structure it wouldn’t have otherwise had.
Also in The Watch, the title story, a novella, is third. So I wanted my
novella, “Poachers” third too. When I got an agent, Nat Sobel, he said this:
“In a collection, you want to start strong and end strong.” He said
“Poachers” and Grit” were my strongest stories and that I should begin and
end with them. I agreed with him, and think this is good advice for any new
writer.
The story I took the longest on, or which took the longest on
is
“
”I
with an image, an old man with metal knees and a metal
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shoulder, and wrote, “JD has metal knees and a metal shoulder.” That was
the first line, and from there, in two quick
in the upstairs apartment of
my girlfriend, an apartment that was so hot my computer stopped working
during the midday hours, I wrote a fifty-page first draft.
The main character was JD, an old man intent on protecting his wild
nephews from a dangerous game warden. In revisions that would go on for
more than four years, I eventually lost JD as the story went from third- to
first-person and back, from an omniscient point of
to a close thirdperson and so on. I wrote a number of different endings and spent months
switching scenes around (much as I am
doing with my novel). I turned
the story in to three different workshops at the University of Arkansas, and
they pounded it, and they were right. One said it was too allegorical. It was.
So I went back through, adding in dozens of tiny
putting STP
bumper stickers on truck bumpers, bricks over tarps over stacks of firewood,
hanging tire swings full of water, that kind of thing. Which helped. The
stories “Grit” and “Poachers” are both very plot-driven. The rest of the
collection is literary, more voice-driven. I’m pleased to have both kinds of
stories,
to be honest, neither kind is easy for me to write. They’re both
hard in different ways.
The newest story is, in my opinion, the worst. I’m not good with
deadlines, as it turns out. I didn’t know that the book’s main theme would
be poaching until nearly all the stories were done, this despite dozens and
dozens of lists! Originally I thought the main theme would be
but
not
withnot ation of industry, with
start
pollution
kind —one,
and
not
I finally
t realized the book
would be called Poachers I thought I wanted a human poacher. A serial killer.
I’d been toying with an idea of a guy who was on his way to evolving into a
serial killer, thinking that one didn’t just wake up on some morning and say,
“I think I’ll
killing little boys,” thinking instead that it would be a
lifelong transformation, beginning
one’s parents, upbringing, and
other factors added in, so that finally, at a point, he becomes a monster.
There’s a lot written and filmed about those monsters, they’re fascinating,
let’s face it, but there is little I know of written about someone in the early
stages of this journey. My idea was to show a guy building a nest, a nascent
serial killer, a guy
really sure why he’s drawn to his basement, not really
sure why he wants to buy a bathtub and put it down there,
sure why he
needs a giant industrial-sized sink, etc. Or,
of sure, but
ready to
admit it. A man in a mostly unconscious state. A collection phase. The careful
reader of my story will realize this in horror: this seemingly nice guy buying
this bathtub and putting it in his basement will, in
five, twenty years
become a monster. That’s the idea. The story that thudded out of this idea
is “Instinct,” which is a story I don’t like very much at all. It didn’ live up to
my high expectations of it and I’m disappointed. I wish I’d kept it out and
kept messing
it,
at the same time the book was sold and my editor
wanted one more story. When he got it, he missed the point. “I guess

w
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Henry’s some kind of weird saint,” he wrote to me.
JW: Tell us about the novel you are currently working on and which is more
difficult, the novel or the collection.

TF: I worked on certain stories for years. If I turn this novel in
it’s
due, I’ll have worked much less time on it than I did on Poachers. With
stories, though, I’m often fiddling with two or three or four at the same
time. Or I’ll fixate on one for a solid week and not think of another. With
the novel, it’s different. With the exception of a couple of essays and stories, I
’ done anything else for the past three years. It’s a huge gamble.
that’s the main difference with stories and novels. When a story
doesn’t work, you’ve got a lot of other options.
So I’d have to say that the novel is harder, for that reason, among others.
One of the
reasons is that a novel is so big it’s almost impossible to
keep it all in your head at once. I’ve got a lot of people running
in
this book, so it’s hard to keep track of them all. It’s as if I’ve got a flashlight
and can
shine on so much at once, and the rest is total darkness. I think
some people who do these really big books, Larry McMurtry for instance,
Lonesome Dove, have spotlights. And most of the time I’ve got a penlight
with a bad battery. Or a sputtering match. Or nothing.
way I’m writing the novel
it turns out, the same way I write
stories. Which is just to begin. Start writing. See what happens. The
writer William Gay told me that he writes novels like they’re a big jigsaw
puzzle, writes scenes and then fits them together
best way they seem
to go. I’m glad he told me that, because that’s what it seems I’m doing. I
spend a lot of time puzzling over structure: Where does this scene go?
Should I do it in straight chronology or rearrange time? Every day there’s
a new dilemma, a new thing to solve. Sometimes it’s book-wide, other
times it’s confined to a page.
One problem with
novel, Hell at the Breech, is that it’s set in 1898.
The hardest thing has been to get the details right. Did they have zippers
on their pants then? Could you get apples in December? Was there
kudzu? In my stories, all of which are contemporary and all of which are
in places familiar to me, I’m the expert. I know those landscapes as
well as anyone. But in the novel, I feel like I’m an amateur. I’ve had to
read books and look at old newspapers and photos and call people and ask
them questions. I’m learning not only what the story is (as I tell it) but
also how these people lived their day-to-day
It’s been a nightmare.
next thing I’ll write will be very contemporary. I can’t wait to have a
cell phone go off.
JW: Are you currently writing anything else?
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TF: A story called “Peepers.” It’s only about two-thirds
though.
a short-short called “
Safety Man,” which I can’t get to work to
save my life.
JW: What do you require in a room, physically,

you write?

TF: Typically, I like lots of books around. I like having music playing. With
the novel I’m writing, I like folk music. Harry Smith’s Anthology of
American Folk Music has been terrific. Some of the songs were popular
around the time
I’m writing about, so it seems natural to listen to that
kind of music. Helps to get me
the right mind-frame. Sometimes I
burn incense. A student gave me a holder and some incense sticks, which
smell nice so I often fire one up and it gives the room a nice smell. I like a
window with something other than a city outside it. What I’ve got here in
Oxford is amazing, a giant upstairs room with a
floor and several
windows with trees outside. If I look
one set of windows, I can see
William Faulkner’s trees.
To write, I use a little laptop. I scrapped the manual typewriter a long
time ago and have
through a few crummy computers. Now I’ve got a
nice one and I like to take it with me wherever I go, though the truth is I
rarely turn it on unless I’m home. If I ever get stumped, I move around.
Go from one corner of the room to another. Once I even went outside, to
our carport. The computer’s got a battery, but it doesn’t work. I have to be
near a power source.

JW: How has teaching creative writing affected your own writing?

TF: They don’t seem to bother one another that much. I can see
people’s stories much more
than I can
own (most people are the
same, I think), and I don’t really use the same brain muscles to critique a
student’s work as I do to write my own fiction. I think fiction comes from
someplace sub- or unconscious, and I think (at least for me) criticizing a
story is done from the intellect. So for me it’s not the problem it is for some
who say they can’t write
teaching and vice versa. For me,
writing is a mysterious thing. If it’s working well I’m barely there, just
watching it happen, watching the people do what they do (often in horror),
hearing the music playing on the stereo or seeing, through the window,
the trees that I claim are so necessary.
JW: What writing skills are learned and which are inherent?

TF: Whew.
question. I guess talent’s the one real thing you can’t
learn. You either have it or you don’t. And by talent I simply mean phrasing
something in a way no one else would. Your own, distinct voice. The ability
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to surprise both yourself and the reader. The things that can be learned are
matters of crafting, in my opinion. Plot, point-of-view, structure, etc. You
can learn, too, to hone your sentences, to take out unnecessary repetition.
You can learn to lose unnecessary words, to cut those nasty adverbs. To use
fewer adjectives. To make your characters sound like real people by using
contractions and fragments. I feel strange making such proclamations,
though. In writing there are rules,
like show, don’t tell, and write
what you know.
However, for every rule there’s a writer who writes a story that breaks
rule into a thousand pieces. It’s
the same here, with the idea of
talent. How can I tell a student he or she has no talent
maybe that
talent is just buried underneath a lot of bad stories?
after writing two
hundred stinkers, this student writer will bust out with the next The Things
They Carried. That’s what worries me the most
teaching. What if
something I say, perhaps off-handedly, stifles a
talent? So what I try
to do, mostly, is encourage. Find what’s good about a story
pointing
out, gently, what’s weaker.
JW: What did you read while growing up? Were you writing then?

TF: I wasn’t writing so much as a child as I was telling stories, in many ways.
I’d play with my action figures, GI Joe, etc., and make up stories. My
brother, cousins and I would make photo-novels. We’d take pictures and
paste them into a scrapbook and glue on balloon captions so they be like
comic books. And I
comic books, too. My longest running series was
Starfire, twenty of those, each with twenty or so pages. The thing was, I
couldn’t draw women. I could do good muscle men and great aliens and
monsters. I could draw the heck out of a space ship, but the female figure
was a mystery to me.
The reason I’m saying this is, parenthetically, that I don’t write women
very well now. My main problem with Poachers is that the women are weak.
At worst they’re victims or even nonexistent. I’m working to fix this, and in
novel there are two strong women lead characters. I’ve always wondered
if I’d stuck to them, kept trying to draw their hips, legs, breasts, would I be
able to write them better now.
Then I got a manual typewriter when I was about fifteen and would type
little bitty books, War and Peace: The Abridged Version would be: “First there
was war. Then peace. The end.” I did dozens of these abridgements and
thought they were very clever.
Abridged Bible, and so on. But soon I
was bored of these and moved on to actual stories. I started
science
fiction and wrote dozens and dozens. One, “Borborygmi,” was
a guy
whose stomach growled and said things to him, told him the future (turned
out his next door neighbors were aliens visiting Earth on vacation; they’d
lent him some spices which affected him strangely).
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I sold one to a local magazine in Mobile ("Red Christmas,” about a guy
going to
Santa Claus), and the editor called me downtown to his office.
In there, he said two words that changed my life. He said, Barry”
and “Hannah.” He told me I should read this man. He said get Airships
and Ray. He said get Geronimo Rex. I did. Immediately. The stories were
so strong that I nearly couldn’t take them. I had to read them one at a time.
I’d never seen anything like them. Naturally, I began to imitate them
(badly),
in doing that I eased away from science fiction and began to do
more realistic stories. I found Tom McGuane a little later and imitated him,
too. Then Carver. And then Bass.
The people I read growing up, and I was always reading were Edgar Rice
Burroughs and Stephen King. I read all the King I could find, I was
obsessed with him. Same with Burroughs, the Tarzan series, the John Carter
series, Carson of Venus. And so on. Later though was Louis L’Amour.
Then came Hannah, McGuane, Carver. After that I thought I should read
other literature and on
own read books like Lord of the Flies, To Kill a
Mockingbird, A Separate Peace, Catcher in the Rye, Catch-22, etc. Often I
didn’ get” them, or felt I was missing something, but I
it was my
fault.
JW: How has having a family changed your life?

TF: Having Claire our ten-month-old has made me organized. Beth Ann
writes in the morning, from seven to
and I keep the baby. Then we
have lunch and I work in the afternoons. Before Claire, I’d work whenever I
felt like
Now I’ve got four or five hours a day that I’d better use because
I won’t be able to at other times.
JW: So would you say you’ve sacrificed anything to become a writer?

TF: Well...I don’t know if this is a sacrifice per se, but I think of
brother.
He’s got a wife and four great kids. He’s a mechanic. Behind him, before
the family, he had a whole wild life. He’d go to bars, get in fights. Play
softball with his friends. While he was doing all that, I was writing. I was
going to school-it took me nine years to finish my BA because I had to work
all the way through. I was always reading or studying or writing or working.
In
I missed out on a lot. I had no girlfriend for most of that
time, no group of friends like my brother had. I worked eighty-h
weeks.
I was often very lonely, though I didn’t really know
Only now,
I’m truly happy with my great wife and daughter, with
the life I’ve always wanted, do I realize how
those times were. But on
the flipside of that is the fact that much of what I write comes from those
nine years. The years in a chemical plant. In a grit factory. In a morgue.
Those working years in some ways are the best of my life. They’ve given me
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a writer’s education; which is different from an academic education. A
writer’s
is what any writer needs, those hard times when you gather
material. Learn who you are, see another side of yourself, a side you can’t see
reading a book, sitting behind a desk. You have to get out in the world and
get
on your feet. You have to let the world have a go at you and
survive. And manufacture. Larry Brown was a fireman. Rick Bass was a
petroleum geologist. You can feel the grit in their sentences, their stories.
You believe them. And good fiction, more than anything else, has to be true.
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Mairéad Byrne

Cycling to Marino
Leaves and leaves and leaves―
huge chestnut fans, bright sycamore, and oak
plastered against pavement,
cushioning slick road
beneath my tires,
the slight squirt of rain
which should mark
passing.
My sisters I’ve cast off, shed them at the turn
up Glandore Road, and I continue free
wheeling on the stretch of Griffith Avenue that’s mine
until I hit the school. I’m seven and exultant in the drowse
of leaves, thick colors, dormancy, fine rain.

In the classroom, the heat from
water pipes
dries sodden clothes on skin. We know someone’s
clean, and someone’s poor, and always late,
someone’s too fat or tall or pale
and someone’s palms get reddened much too often
but what does poor meant Where are those places
other people live? Places to the north or east
with names like Artane, Donnycarney, Whitehall
houses much like our own
not, strange
mothers making stew in sculleries while we
swim through the classroom,
absorbing drench and drift
Metallic taste of ink on lips so much more urgent even
than the waxy paper bread and jam
comes wrapped in. Or glimpse of stacks
of brand-new copies,
pencils bound
with bands, lodged deep within the unlocked cupboard.
Delirium of new books, bold colors barely dry
the smell of pages, fresh from the printing works,
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while we sit chewing
or graphite, wool,
the whorls on finger-tips soak up
the business of the day, eyes clinging to the nun’s
soft winter habit, the way the pleat turns
at
breast, the independent curve of strand, of thread,
the heavy cross along the length of robe
that's petrol blue. We’re learning
to sew, to knit,
each stitch has singularity,
holds its shape
in partnership with the next, and next—

My mother walks along the avenue to meet me.
She carries apples. And I dismount,
escorting
through bowers that I know best,
stern arch of branch, cascade of leaf,
the stench of fermentation, rain.
We planted bulbs today―I could try this—
I wished to drive my sharp white teeth
against brown jackets into compact flesh!
Today I broke my flask. I hear its subdued rattle
in my bag and I am scared, seeing ahead
her glass-roofed kitchen, home,
keeping to myself my own disasters or
the sight of silver shards abandoned
in a pool of milky tea, the way tea leaks
into the awkward gloss of concrete,
the way steam rises in snarls,
mysterious, remote like heat,
disappears.
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Emily Wheeler

Every Year
I write, in the musical dawn, not dressed,
still unenmeshed in the day’s business,
far from the loud offices of Present, Inc.,
that busy firm producing progress. Writing,
I procrastinate, avoid the constant telephones,
submit to words like light and love, embrace
the heady rhythms of the chase or doggedly pursue
the rare
state often found in woods or bed
and collared by the letter , its rounded base
and solid staff a strap I grasp one-handedly,
thus the other’s free to tap out syllables,
distracting the boss, big gray cranium
who comments, cajoles, attempts to control
the vocal zoo which runs the show.
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Janet Krauss

The Spaces in Between
The blue heron decides to stay
this year. It gleans the air and water
with assured symmetry, a six-foot
span of wings, or stands on rod-strong legs
at home on small rocks. He creates
solitude we seek to revere.
Ducks’ wings skim the
—
nimble code of white flicks.
At night the ducks quack:
calls of light to let each other
know where they are,
as they defy and chip away
the dark void. They make us feel
secure as we listen to them
hollow out the night
like children scoop mud at the shore.
So at table we
to be comfortable
with silence. The gaps, our mute calls
to each other. We pretend to be
bare branches, interlocking,
absorbing the spaces.
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Jennifer Molnar

Bloom
for Chin-Lin

times,
easily distance blurs
memory: Re-reading
old poems
I find their words now
able to stir
a tremor in the loosened
Yet
every now and then a tendril of almostn grief breaks through
into consciousness and chokes its way
up day to day experience like a persistent morning
glory whose bell-shaped flowers twist impossibly sunward.
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J.E. Pitts

Letter to Charles Wright
I’m going to stand up from my desk and
Walk into another room in this ramshackle house
I’m going to use three of your favorite words as I go;
Sundial hangdog lunar
I will try to forge them into some
of unstructured rhyme
But the words I
will not turn to polished stone
Even if I rub them and rub them for days
even if I lock them away in the vault of the dictionary
And flip and rearrange them with fingers
Moving a pencil fast as a corner cardsharp’s trick
They will not turn
a
to make me proud
Such is the risk you run
so when we finally break down
And language is all that is left
When words are the cure
might save us
Then the rest of us will help to push that heap
But we will kindly ask you to get behind the wheel
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Kerry Jones

The Ghosts in the Glen
By mid-July, the heat and humidity moved in and seemed intent on not
going away, on not loosening the reins. People were dying in Atlantic City,
New York, Philadelphia. In the Poconos, in towns like Shickshinny, the heat
wasn’t quite as oppressive,
it was there. People lived with it day in and
day out; from the time they got up in the morning until they went to bed,
the stilted, unmoving air
a constant. The heat was smothersome
and wooly, like a thermal blanket. People woke up in the mornings with
their tongues thick and dry, their limbs heavy and weighted down, as though
they had laid on a good drunk the night before.
In the evenings, when it was still too hot to
straight, but
endurable— a stay of execution,
mother liked to call it—Annie would slip
quietly from the apartment they shared and make her way to the complex
pool. She was seventeen and her real name was Annabeth. When she met
people for the first time, they often asked why she called herself Annie instead
of Anna or Beth, and when she had time to really think about it, she realized
that she hadn’t started the 'Annie’ in the first place and couldn’t, for the life
of her,
who had. Like everything else around her, some things
just stuck and you didn’t ask why.
One evening she
across the parking lot to the pool with the stillhot macadam snapping at the soles of her feet. Earlier that afternoon,
around three o’clock, she had looked out from her bedroom window and
watched as the heat shimmered up in waves and taunted her. I've got you
now, they seemed to say. She opened the gate to the pool and closed it
behind her, then tossed her beach blanket on the ground and jumped directly
into the pool.
was only after she surfaced that she saw there was no else
there, no one lounging in the dark recesses of certain corners. Over the
course of the past two years, men had begun to notice her, and there was
something disquieting
their stares, the way they would watch
as
she passed, the way she
still feel their stares hours later like the
sting of a slap. Their stares were
Daniel’s; the smiles did not mirror the
way Daniel or his friends smiled at her. The anonymous men were older, and
she sensed they were looking beyond her to something else; she feared
her better than Daniel or his friends, or even her own friends, did. The
first time it happened she was with her mother. She was going into Pudgie’s
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convenience store for a pack of gum and some hair spray while her mother
waited in the car. Two men in a pickup truck got out and smiled at
as
she walked past them, and one of them quickly ran past
and held the
door open for her as she entered the store. He had smiled and nodded at
her, and something about the way he had smiled told her this was no act of
chivalry, and she had blushed and ducked her head as she whispered,
“Thank you.” At the stoplight on the way home, her
turned to her.
“I’m going to have to start watching you,” she said, and Annie pretended
she didn’t know what her mother meant. Later, as she stared at her bedroom
ceiling and watched the fan spin lazily around, she wondered what her
had meant. Why would her mother
her? There wasn’t
anything desirable about the man who
the door. She wasn’t about to
run off with some guy with yellow teeth and a faded black T-shirt. He was
just a Shickshinny redneck, Annie thought. And, she added as she laboriously
rolled to one side and thrust a throw pillow between her legs, if she thinks
she's protecting my innocence, she's wrong.
The water felt cool and wonderful. She made her way to the middle of
the pool and swam to the wall,
turned around so she could look out at
the dark water and propped her elbows on the gutter. She relaxed
body,
let her legs float out in front of her, and closed her eyes. The warm night
breeze drifted across her face, and just when she felt as though she might fall
asleep, a splash at the other end startled her.
A duck. She smiled and watched as it swam and
an elegant 'V'
through the water and began to swim in circles, unknowingly dodging its
way in and out of the shadows cast by the porch lights from other apartments
on the opposite side of the small pond
separated the complex
Annie closed her eyes again and imagined she was some place years ago.
blonde hair would
be matted to the sides of her head with sweat, but
tucked neatly beneath a bathing cap, and surrounding
would be flappers
in sparkling dresses and men clad in
white suits with fresh gin and
tonics in hand. A duck in the pool to keep her company amidst the
splendor, every once in a
disturbing the laughter and chatter in the air
with a muted 'quack,’ would be the most natural thing in the world. As long
as she kept her eyes closed, it could be 1927. It could be before a crash
would bring them all to their knees. She
be anyone, anywhere,
anytime. She could reach her arm up into the air and have Fitzgerald take
by the hand and lead her through the crowd. They could catch a cab
and ride through the streets of New York and could swim again, this time in
the fountain outside the Plaza.
But
she opened her eyes, it was still mid-July and it was still 1979,
and she was still alone with a duck. Annie knew that people didn’t easily
escape Shickshinny, and when they did, they always seemed to come back,
either to Shickshinny or Kingston or Duryea. They went to work at the
baseball card manufacturing
or took jobs at the Charmin paper factory
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or went to work for Coca-Cola. They never said where they’d been and
never talked about it, as though they’d never left in the first place. She knew
her life wouldn’ be any different. She
she would get
and
spend the rest of
life wondering why, would think about all the
she
once wanted to do as if ’d actually planned to do them in the first place.
She would have two or three
and shuffle them back and forth
between school and football practice and dance lessons. She would save
Campbell’s soup labels for their recipes and make chicken pot pies and
casseroles for dinner. In the evenings, the children would be in bed by nine
and she and her husband would watch Johnny Carson and go to bed because
he’d have to get up at six and there was a good chance that, as the kids got
older, she’d be working part-time herself. A secretary in a doctor’s office.
Working the
at Insalaco’s. The middle shift at Topp’s.
She glanced down and found that one of the subsurface night lights of the
pool was directly behind her; it made her right foot seemed magnified,
looming, grotesque. For a moment, she refused to believe that the limb was
in any way
to
body.
looked gray and bloodless and pickled,
and she thought, When I am dead, this is how it will be. This is how I will be
look beneath a sheet. This is what my body will look like
I am no longer
a part of this world, part of anything at all. She stared at it for some time,
then closed her eyes and sank beneath the water, which whirled around her
head in a rush and convinced her that yes, she was still part of the living.
When she surfaced, the duck had vanished. She placed both feet on the
sidewall and pushed, propelled
slim
forward like an arrow that had
just been shot from a bow.
The
day, as she lay on the floor in front of the box fan and tried to
read a magazine article about the various ways she
remove unwanted
hair from her body for the summertime season and look her absolute best in
a bikini, Daniel called.
Have you heard?” he asked. “They’re closing the Ghost Town.”
She was still thinking
bikinis and
she might look if she could
ever actually bring herself to buy one and that it didn’ really matter anyway
because Daniel didn’t like pools (the smell of chlorine, he always said, made
him feel lightheaded and dizzy). They always went swimming in the
Susquehanna despite
mother’s insistence that she would drown one of
these days in one of the whirlpools that were apt to open up swiftly and
without warning. “When I was a
one opened up that was so large they
threw a coal car into the river to plug it up,
it just sucked
coal car
right down with everything else. You make sure you think about that the
next time you’re paddling around where you don’t belong.”
was a familiar
tale that her mother repeated
she was particularly anxious,
so much
about Annie’s welfare,
about
she couldn’t name so easily,
things that didn’t have a story to drive home the point. When Annie and
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Daniel went to the river to go swimming, Annie always wore her maroon
one-piece, a pair of old cutoffs, and her tennis shoes. She would emerge
from the river soaked and weighted down, and never felt refreshed. Her hair
smelled like dead fish and rubber tires and would hang in clumps, and she
always managed to get silt from the riverbed in her shoes, the cup of the bra
of her bathing suit, her crotch, and it didn’t matter how careful she was or
what precautions she took.
“So,” Daniel asked. “Do you want to go? I’m going to warn you now,
though. Keith wants to check it out as well, and I told him he could come
along.”
But she was thinking about other things, in particular the way the river
always felt as though it might swallow her, especially when she allowed the
undercurrent to carry
too far downstream.
“What?” she said. “I’m sorry, I wasn’t listening.”
“Christ, do you ever listen to anything I say?” he said, and sighed. “Jesus
H. Christ.” It was an old argument. He spent a lot of time complaining
that she never
to him, never paid enough attention to the
he
said, and more than once she had been tempted to tell him that he never said
anything worth listening
that he was at his best
he didn’t say
anything at all.
Most of her summer had been spent broiling in the apartment.
Occasionally, she
with some of her friends at Grablick’s for ice cream or
would listen to records in the bedroom of one of her girlfriends. There was
the mall,
she didn’t have a summer job and she grew tired of looking at
things she wanted
couldn’ buy. The town pool had been drained two
weeks ago and closed because of the water shortage, and the pool at the
complex was only really free at night. During the day, small children armed
water wings and Winnie-the-Pooh inner tubes invaded it (“Think of all
the piss" Annie’s friend Denise once remarked)
overweight mothers
clad in skirted bathing suits lounged around reading paperbacks. Daniel got
his
by working at the air-conditioned Texaco on Graff Street. What
was
he got to listen to people, to trade brief pleasantries, to listen to
the
they had to say.
And that was
he’d heard that the Ghost Town in the Glen was
closing. The Ghost Town had always seemed almost
in
comparison to places like Hershey Park or Great
places that lately
were springing up all over the place, but there was something comforting
about the Ghost Town’s presence. Annie hadn’t been there since she was
eleven, since the Saturday afternoon her father took her there after a dentist
appointment. “You can eat anything you want,” he
her because she’d
had no cavities. “Just don’t get sick and don’t tell your mother.” It was a
guarded secret
’d held with her for six years. She’d never
anyone
about it,
even Daniel in their most passionate or drunken moments.
Annie was getting dressed when her mother came home just after six.
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“Where are you going?” she asked when Annie came out of her bedroom in
jeans and a halter top.
Daniel’s taking me to the Ghost Town.”
“That’s nice,”
said as she sank
the love seat and turned on
the news. “It’s closing down for good after the summer.”
“I know. That’s why we’re going.”
“I
they’re going tear the damn thing down. There’s talk
making the space into a place for concerts. Just what we need with all those
winding roads and drunk kids.” She glanced at Annie’s shoulders. “You
should put Noxzema on your burn.”
“Noxzema stinks.”
“You’ll peel.”
“I don't care.”
“
if they do turn the Glen
a place for outdoor concerts, at least
it’ll be some place new for you to go.” Her mother leaned forward and
clicked
way through the dials,
on the weather for the week and lit
a cigarette. “You’ll have something to do around here other than get into
you don’t need. Dammit, no rain. Nothing
more heat.”
“The
people this town’ll bring in are Anne Murray and John Denver.
Music for the good people.” Annie leaned in close to her mother's face.
“I put some foundation on. Do I have any lines?”
“No.”
“How do I look?”
“Fine,” her
muttered as she stared at the television, and Annie
thought, I could be wearing a hula skirt and coconuts.
Daniel honked the horn of the pickup and Annie kissed her
on the
cheek. He was waiting with Keith next to him in the cab. Keith slid out of
the truck and
the door for her. “Your pickup awaits, m’lady.”
“You and chivalry don’t exactly go together,” she said to Keith,
to
Daniel, “This truck sounds like it has an empty coffee can for a muffler. You
work in a gas station. Fix it.”
If you got money for a new one, I’ll fix it.”
She rode sandwiched between Daniel and Keith with
head tilted closer
to Daniel, not because she wanted to be any closer to him than she already
was,
because she didn’t want to be near Keith, didn’t want to smell him.
Her Charlie perfume filled the cab, but it wasn’t enough to overpower
Daniel’s slight odor of gasoline and
an odor
’d grown to love, maybe
even more than she did Daniel. It was a working smell, one
made her
squeeze her inner thighs together and settle deeper into the seat. On those
nights
he was kissing her in the truck and finding his
across her
body, she’d lean against the passenger door, her head
now and then
bumping against the window. The oil and gasoline never completely washed
out of his clothes, and
she needed inspiration, which was often, she
would grab his shirt, bury her face in it, and finally take his hand and thrust
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it between her legs.
Keith, on the other hand, was a welder, and the sour smell of sweat never
left him. He was working his way through a six-pack, and the smell of the
beer intermingled with sweat made her gag. She looked at him briefly, then
at Daniel, who was humming along to the radio, and while
body wanted
to move closer to Daniel, she kept her place in between them.

“Man, this is some place,” Keith hissed, his breath snaking through the air
and finding its way to Annie, who looped one arm around Daniel's waist and
pulled him close. He looked
at the rides and sneered. “Ain’t like
when I was a kid. Talk about rundown shit. Holy hell. No wonder they’re
closing the goddamned place down. I’d blow it up tomorrow and
think
twice
it.”
“Why don’t you go find one of them dart booths and ask someone to aim
at your head for practice?” Annie said wearily, then looked up at Daniel. I
want some cotton candy.”
Cotton candy’ll make your mouth sticky,” he replied, and smiled.
“And sweet.”
“Sappy,” Keith muttered, and kicked some of the gravel, sending up a
small spray of pebbles that gently glanced Annie’s shins. “I didn’t come here
to watch you two lick each other’s faces, you know.”
“Why’d you come then?” Annie asked.
“Damned if I know,” he said, and kicked some more pebbles. Don’t
remember it being like this, that’s for sure. Holy shit.”
A slow click-cluck click-cluck made her turn
head to
the roller
coaster’s slow ascent to the top of its first drop. The cars
for a
moment,
screams filled the air as the coaster plummeted downward and
disappeared into the trees.
“Forget cotton
” Keith said, poking Daniel in the side. “Let’s take
a ride on that.”
Annie let go of Daniel’s waist and
slowly to the candy stand. She
turned, saw them laughing and pointing at the roller coaster, and watched as
they headed to the ticket booth. Go, she thought. Disuppeur. She stared at
the cotton candy as it whirred in a circle, thought better of it and bought a
caramel apple.
As she bit into it, her father came to her. areful, he said. I don't want
you losing any teeth here. There'll be hell to p y when I get home. You just tell
your mother we went for a drive and got a burger and some fries. Promise?
’ ause ifyou say anything about this place after a dentist ppointment, you can
be sure your mother’ll be taking you from now on. He
her hair, and
while she usually ducked away when she saw his hand rise to do so—she was
getting too old for
sort of thing—something
her it was okay just
this once. She knew he didn’t like it that she wouldn’t help him wash the car
without a fuss, that he was grumpy all night if, on a Saturday night after
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supper, she wouldn’t walk with him to the park and shoot a few hoops. “17/
get sweaty," she usually complained, and he’d grumble, "You're turnin' into a
girl more and more every day." Once she whined to her mother about it,
snapped that she should have been a boy in the first place. "Why didn’t you
have any more kids? Then Dad would be happy." Her mother, who was
washing dishes, slapped a plate into her hands to dry and said, We didn’t
have any more children because he had you," and that was the end of it. Annie
didn’t complain anymore, and she found herself taking him up on those
suggestions of basketball after dinner, found herself letting him tousle her
hair more often. I mean something, she thought. This, everything, means
something to him.
Suddenly, Daniel was there beside her: “Hey. Where’ve you been?
Thought we lost you for a sec.”
She stared at him, didn’t recognize him until, with a laugh, he grabbed
her shoulder and pulled her
into the crowd, without waiting for her
to answer.

The Teacups. Tilt-a-Whirl. The Whip. The Lazy Ghost River Flume.
Even the old sack slide was still there. This is ridiculous, Annie thought to
herself, all the while letting herself be pulled forward, all the
laughing,
all the
thinking about her father.
“Having a good time?” Daniel asked, and instead of replying, she took his
hand and squeezed it tight.
She told him
on the
before they snuggled close in the front
seat of the pickup over a bottle of Boone’s he’d managed to get one of the
customers to buy for him. She wanted to go to Phoenix after she graduated,
see the Grand Canyon, maybe get a job at a casino in Las Vegas. She’d never
been to any of those places but she wanted to get away, although maybe not
with Daniel (and she was careful, no matter
much booze she drank or
she smoked, not to tell him that. No, never that. Never that she was
looking for a way out, any way out, and that if it really came down to it, his
face could be any face, any face at all). Daniel fulfilled his role, knew his part
well enough. We can do anything you want, he’d say to her, and she’d let
those words mingle with the sweet lightness of the
that was cheap, just
like everything was cheap. The clothes she wore. The perfume she bought.
The food she ate. The apartment she lived in. But she liked the We
rolled off his tongue so easily. He never noticed that when she told him
things, she never mentioned We. It was I want. I want. Daniel seemed to
say, so easily, You can have,
they both knew that beyond the strawberry
or kiwi-flavored wine that never cost more than three dollars, and the front
seat of the pickup, they’d never move any further. On certain nights,
though,
the wine was just enough and the heat didn’t bother her as
much as it usually did, she would rise,
as a full moon, and feel that
she
get away if she wanted to. She could fan herself out, become more
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direct, pierce into something real, something more. Those were the
moments when she felt as dangerous as a weapon, like the sharp hook of
bone of a waning crescent moon.

And then she was rising, and falling, too, with both arms raised high above
her head, her mouth opened wide to let forth a scream like no other. I'll
scream until I'm silent, she told herself as the coaster careened wildly around
the first turn, her body slamming hard into Daniel’s, so hard he put an arm
and hollered, "Are you okay?”
This is it, she thought over dips and falls. Th is is what I want. This is how
I want to be for the rest of my life. One turn after another. One scream after
another.
“You’re gonna get out, I want you to get out,” her father had told her
weekend, the weekend he took her to a Saturday morning dentist
appointment so her
could sleep in, and then afterward-when she’d
expected him to take her straight home so he could wash the car and she
could play with her friends-suddenly began taking unfamiliar roads until they
ended up at the Ghost Town. She was smiling as he’d parked the car, and
just as they got out, he paused and looked at her carefully.
“Is this all right?” he asked, and she smiled at him, leaned over on an
impulse she couldn’t explain and hugged him.
“You don’t get many surprises, do you,
”
She didn’t know what he meant, but the question stayed with her as she
watched him buy a handful of tickets, as he clambered into the Tilt-a-Whirl
with her, as he bought her cotton candy and caramel apples and
dogs. It
was she who made him stop, when
stomach was so full it hurt and she
almost threw up
he spun their car too fast. He didn’t seem to be able
to notice
she stopped laughing, when fear took over. Why didn't you
say something, he’d said after he finally saw her face was white. The last thing
I knew, you were giggling the w y your Mom used to on these damn things.
Two girls she knew from school were at the park that day, and after her
stomach finally stopped spinning dangerously, she skipped over to them and
about their new math teacher and about the Girl Scout meeting
was coming up. When she said goodbye and walked back to her father, he
was
He must have gotten a raise or something, she’d thought. This
isn't like my father. He's too happy.
“You’re something, special, you know that?” he said. I
you
talking to those
and I really think you can be something one of these
days. You just keep at it in school and hang onto your friends, don’t let
yourself fall in
a bad crowd like I did. Maybe one of these days, when
things
looking up a bit and your
and I can start saving a little
more money, maybe we can send you off to college. Would you like that?”
When she didn’t respond, he’d tousled her hair again. “Would you like
that?”
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I would like for you to have lived, Annie thought as the coaster came to a
violent halt
threw
restraining
bar, andwere
whenher
she
onlylooked at
way
Macintosh
worked
but her against
beganthewalked
picture
her that
the faces
waiting in line for the next ride, at the expressions,
they all seemed
walked
driving
to say, We'll go for this ride. But we know what’s coming. Didn’t you? Didn’t
you know all along it would be like this?

her

While Daniel and Keith played skee ball, laughing as the line of prize
coupons grew longer and longer, Annie drifted away from the flashing white
lights that lined the game booths and
down a small slope to where
the real ghost town was, the one that the park was named for. She ignored
the “Closed to the Public. No Trespassing” sign and walked past the Old
Saloon, The
Hotel, and the souvenir shop
had once sold
airbrushed T-shirts, peppermint sticks, and snow globes with minuscule
replicas of the roller coaster tucked inside. The shops
empty now, and
the door to the Macintosh Hotel hung from one hinge, showing through its
opening that the roof had collapsed. The two sets of wooden stocks still
stood in the center of the town, the three holes in each of them gaping like
windows into nothing. Her father had taken a
of
that Saturday,
with her posed as a prisoner, her hands flailing and her head cocked to one
side, but after the accident, neither she nor her mother could find the
camera. Afterward, Annie had remembered that as she and father were
home, he’d asked her to put the camera in the glove compartment so
he wouldn’t forget to take it with him to work on Monday and drop the film
off on his
home from work.
You’ve got to meet everything head-on, her father always told her. He was
especially fond of simple phrases, probably because they were the
kind
he knew: The early bird catches the worm; The things you do come back to you.
As she grew older, the phrases
to change, if only slightly: A good man
is hard to find; Always rely on yourself. But it was a police officer who had
given her the phrase that lulled to her to sleep every night: A severe head-on
impact. She’d lie in bed at night creating conversations between
father
and the police officer.
You’ve got to meet everything head-on. A severe head-on impact. Meet
everything head-on. Head-on impact. Head-on head-on head-on.
“Annie!” Daniel called, and she turned and
toward him, his figure
silhouetted by the lights behind him. Don’t play this game. Don’t do it, her
mind warned her,
even so, when she finally reached Daniel, he wasn’t her
father and
eyes stung.

They rode silently, except for Daniel humming to the radio. The remains
of the six-pack that Keith had
on earlier had been finished off in the
parking lot, and the three started on another as Daniel wound down the
mountain roads toward home.
Annie felt light, a little dizzy, was relaxed enough to push her memory of
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the Ghost Town further and further away, like she did with all things she
didn’ want to think about, and soon it seemed so far away that the evening
might not have happened at all.
Daniel put his arm around her, she
welcomed it and
her head on his shoulder. Maybe, in twenty years,
we’ll be doing the same thing. Or maybe we'll sit on the back porch over a few
beers and talk about it, talk about the last time we went to the Ghost Town in the
Glen. We'll take our kids to see John Denver and tell them that once upon a
time, right where that stage is, we rode a roller coaster, and once upon a time,
where those people are lying on blankets, there really was a ghost town, and when
we get home, I’ll find that old snow globe I have just to prove it.
Later, Annie would not be able to recall whether or not she actually saw
the
coming,
she would always say It was like a flash. It was like
something in a Dark Ride. It leaped out from the trees and bushes at the
side of the road, and
Annie actually did see the deer, it appeared to be
flying, suspended in front of them as if it had always been there and they had
simply never noticed it before. Daniel saw it, too late, and stomped on the
brake, but the body of the deer connected squarely with the windshield of
the truck. She
a dull, heavy thud, then felt a cool wetness spray across
her as Keith slammed into her, beer in hand. Then the
slid off the
truck, and they couldn’t see it anymore. The spidered glass of the windshield
was peppered with
and scattered dust gently settled down in the glow
of the headlamps.
"What the hell?” Keith muttered.
"Is there anyone behind us?” Daniel asked. “Any cars coming?”
There weren’t. The three of them slid slowly out of the cab and stood in
front of the truck, staring at the pavement
the
should have been.
“It’s true,” Keith whispered. “That stupid shit they always say in the
movies. I saw my
life flash before me.”
“Me too,” Daniel said, his voice equally soft. “Where’d the goddamn
thing go?
Annie was the only one who seemed able to move beyond the truck, and
when she did, she saw the deer at the other side of the
in the grass. She
approached it
slowly. She could hear breath snorting in and out of
its nostrils, rapid and shallow. It was a
and as Annie drew closer, she
thought It sees me, it knows me.
Quietly, as quietly as she could because she did not think the moment was
to be shared, she whispered, “I’m not going to hurt you.”
The doe exhaled loudly, and Annie thought, I’m not going to hurt you. I
won’t. Let me. Let me come near you and I can help you. Ifyou let me help
you, you won’t die.
Just as she was about to place
hand on the doe’s heaving side, it
leaped up on its hind legs, its front legs rising, swiping blindly at the air, then
turned and disappeared into the woods. She heard it making its way through
the brush, strained to hear it as the sound moved
and
away,
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and then she couldn’t hear it anymore.
"It was alive,” Daniel said at her side. “Maybe it’ll be okay.”
“Goodbye venison steaks and hello insurance claim,” Keith muttered.
“Man, this was some night. And Christ, it’s still fuckin’ hot."
They walked back to wait for her in the pickup, as she told them to, while
she stood and looked into the gaping blackness of the woods. Are you still
there? she thought. Gan you hear me? Are you all right? She crouched
down, got on all fours, and crept quietly to the edge of the woods. Are you
there? Are you there?
Daniel called her name, but she ignored him. The woods were dark and
silent, so silent she could hear
own breathing. Somewhere, somewhere in
blackness, the injured doe was either healing herself or dying. The ribs
would take time to mend, a great deal of time, and for days the doe would
rest, save her energy. Or perhaps, knowing she was dying, she would
continue to move silently and slowly through the forest until she couldn’t
walk anymore, until she lost so much blood that she would simply go to
sleep.
Annie crept back from the woods and went to the spot where the
had
lain. She bent down, ran her hand through the grass, then stared at her
palm, red and wet with blood. She sniffed it, took in the strange odor,
brought her face closer, touched the grass again.
“Jesus,” Keith said as she got into the truck. “What happened? You all
right?”
They drove toward home like that: Daniel driving, his eyes never leaving
the road; Keith muttering, “Oh, sweet Jesus,” like a litany; and Annie
between the two of them, staring at the road as though she was seeing it for
the first time. She kept her bloody hand curled tightly and held onto her
secret, and every now and then she brought
hand to
face and sniffed
its wildness. When the air from the open windows
her hair, she
back against the seat and closed her eyes.
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Lacey Galbraith

Butter, Flour, Sugar, Eggs
It’s the twenty-fifth of May and the magnolias are in bloom; the fallen
blossoms of pink rhododendran bushes color the ground and scatter
themselves through a bed of white impatiens. Lily sits alone on her family’s
covered side porch drinking a cola and rocking on a wide-planked swing.
Each time
touch the dusty ground to push off,
body floats
backwards, her hair brushing the climbing leaves of the deep purple clematis
behind her. It’s past noon on Sunday and the afternoon light reaches into
the covered shade and slants across her pale skin.
Lily turns her head and watches her brother Martin rebound baskets for
their sister C.J. His movements are automatic, stiff. She stares, waits, hopes
his face will look
way but his expression is blank-eyes open
far away,
like someone daydreaming. She picks
from the glass dish on the
table beside her and slowly eats them one by one.
Out in the driveway, C.J. dribbles and shoots a basketball. The continual
slap of hard leather against asphalt echoes past the yard and through the
neighborhood. Next year
’ll be a freshman in high school. She knows
she’ll make the team, but C.J. wants playing time and she wants a spot on the
varsity. Every day after school, weekends, whenever there’s free time she
comes to the driveway and shoots baskets. Her grandmother would prefer
she mix in a ballet lesson every
and then, but C.J. dreams only about
sports. Out in the driveway, she imagines herself back in the gymnasium
its yellow lights and smell of stale sweat. She hears the crowds and the
jeering opponents. She feels the brush and then the shove of another player.
C.J. dribbles past where she knows the three-point line would be and
spinning quick on a pivot lets fly a perfectly placed shot. Her arm extends
and her hand hangs limp in follow through. Another game won.
Beneath the basket and in his own world, Martin stands ready to
the ball. His arms hang rigid and awkward, as if his body doesn't recognize
itself. He’s been standing under the rim catching her shots since he was four
and she was six and she went to her first basketball camp. C.J. doesn’t let
Martin’s indifference to sports and physical activity deter her from using him
as her personal rebounding machine. She knows he agrees
out of some
great admiration or sense of obedience to an older sibling,
because
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afterwards, unlike everyone else in the family, she lets him eat two slices of
cake
of just one.
Martin’s dreams are of desserts. He won’t speak and he won’t
acknowledge that you’re even in the
he will look up each time you
the words “baked goods.” This morning it took him three hours to
decide on which cake he wanted Lily to make him this week. Thumbing
through the glossy pages of a new cookbook Grandmother had bought
yesterday, he’d point first to carrot, then to caramel, then to red velvet before
finally settling on butter cream with semi-sweet chocolate icing. It was his
favorite. Plain, simple, and three-layered.
Last
before she left for college, Lily baked Martin a cake every
Sunday. During the school
Lily’s
and Grandmother took over,
but since she’s been home for summer vacation, Lily’s had
old
back.
This morning, the kitchen was hot and though Lily’s
was pulled back in
a knot on top of
head, strands and wisps fell down and stuck to the back
of her perspiring neck. Wiping her hands on the front of
khaki shorts,
Lily walked over to Martin and laid her hand on his shoulder. He tensed and
then relaxed. "I know you hear me,” she said. I know that since
Grandmother’s moved in and Mother’s been weird and Daddy’s wherever
you’ve gotten away with a lot. But this week you will eat
green. Carrots in your cake don’t count as a food group.” Martin sat there
ignoring Lily, lost in the pages and recipes of dozens upon dozens of
desserts.
flour, and eggs are his food groups.
Martin is the open secret of Lily’s family. It’s known that Martin Craig
isn’t like the other children, yet no one ever says it outright. People used to
think he’d outgrow it,
as Martin’s mother knew from the beginning, you
don’t outgrow retardation.
He’s skinny and bony and so tiny that he resembles an eight-year-old in
size rather than the pre-teen that he is. He doesn’t speak; instead he lets
low and garbled tries at words
there's something he needs. If
doesn’t work, he simply screams. Yells and moans. Some doctors say there’s
nothing wrong with his vocal folds and that he should be able to talk, that
his
speaking is plain stubborness on his part, but others, like Lily and
C.J.’s mother, understand that’s just the way Martin is. He can look right at
you and then on through to the other side. You’re
even there. When
friends first come to the Craig household, they have to be told to give him
the right of way
walking down the hallway. “He doesn’ see you,” C.J.
tells
best friend. “He's in his own world. Just step around him.”
Their grandmother can’t understand or doesn’t believe it either one.
When she visits she keeps stumbling into him. “Gracious that child just
doesn’t look where he’s going,” she
C.J. one day.
“I’ve said watch out,” Grandmother. You know that’s how Martin is.”
“Yes,
he’s bruised my leg.” She
over at Martin. He was
reading a Southern Living magazine and cutting
the food pictures.
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“I always thought it was your mother and her being too soft on him.
Children are natural manipulators, and if you’re
careful, behaviour
should have outgrown will stick around. You treat a child too delicately and
they lose their manners.”
“Grandmother?”
I know, Caroline, but the child is stubborn. Look at how he refuses to
eat.”
“Mother says he’s probably a lot smarter than people around here give
him credit for. That for all we know, he
be a
and we're the
ones who aren’t smart enough to figure out what’s going on.”
“His screaming and rocking is not the work of a genius.”
“I know. I haven't figured that one out yet, either.”

A woodpecker bangs and knocks its way through a sycamore tree
ten yards away a crow screeches in the branches of a white oak. Its wings are
caught and tangled in the hanging string and dangling tail of a kite. It was
Martin’s Easter gift
the first time he used it, he lost it in the branches of
this tree. All that’s left of the
plastic are shreds of diamond patterned
shapes that flap and spin in the wind. The crow’s screechings are so loud
that on the porch Lily moves to have a look and Martin—beneath the very
tree
the crow twists and fights through the thin string-looks up and
stares
the branches of the white oak. Against the clear sky he sees the
black body of the crow backdropped against other leaves and varying shades
of green and brown.
C.J. doesn’t stop to stare at the crow in the tree. She doesn’t even hear
its caws. Right hand, left hand, crossover and behind the
she thinks.
Head down then up and
straight ahead—see the court—she spins and
pivots and dribbles around and through invisible defenders and opponents.
She doesn’t see Martin
straight at the sun. The crow cries, C.J. pants,
and Martin stands there silent. He's changed from watching the bird to
being transformed by the noise and the heat and the general fact that at
thirteen, hormones don’t mix well with handicaps and brain waves.
Lily can't take her eyes off Martin. The boy’s jittery self has been
replaced. His face is turned upward, his knees are locked, and his hands are
out before him-palms up-ready to catch a ball he’s
long
forgotten.
“C.J.,” she calls from her perch on the porch railing. C.J., go touch
Martin.” But C.J.’s as lost in
world as Martin is in his. She moves
smooth and cat-like across the black asphalt. Right hand, left hand, through
the legs and see the court. Head fake, ball fake, pivot and spin.
Lily wishes
sister would stop playing for one second. Why doesn’t she
hear me? she thinks. Lily tries again and leaning over the railing she yells,
“C.J., check on Martin.”
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Martin’s mouth hangs open and his body begins to sway ever so slightly.
Still, C.J. looks for the perfect shot.
“Caroline...” Lily cries falling over the railing. She climbs through the
pale pink peonies and the thick flower bed. She crushes daisies and daylilies
and pricks
skin on rose bush thorns. Breathless and in more a whisper
than a scream, Lily calls C.J.’s name one more time.
“Caroline....” But all her sister hears is the crowd calling her name.
Pump and fake, 15 seconds, go to the goal or take it past the three. Either way
I'm money.
High up in the tree the crow still twists its body and Martin stands there
unblinking with eyes glassed over and arms
fallen at his side. Tears slip
from the corners of his eyes and softly roll down his cheeks. The wind runs
through the trees and the kite tail dangles from the crow’s body
string
hangs from the bird’s neck.
Lily trips as she steps from the flower bed and runs towards Martin. C.J.’s
body hovers over the ball. Right hand, left hand, pick up and fade away.
Basket's good and why's Martin fallen to the ground, she thinks. The bird
breaks free and trails the kite as it flies away. Lily grips Martin’s face between
her hands. C.J. squints to comprehend, the crowd and the cheers of her
gymnasium have faded and what’s left are the splotches of color and sunlight
appear when one stands too quickly or spins too fast in circles. She
raises her arms and tightens
ponytail. Its short stub splays itself like a
flattened paintbrush across her head.
“Martin, Martin, honey, wake up,” Lily says. “Blink your eyes, you’ve got
to stop shaking.”
C.J. walks over and her shadow stands over her brother and sister.
“What’s wrong?” she says. “He didn’ catch the ball.” And with increasing
alarm, “Why is he staring like that? What’s wrong with him? Where's
Mother? Why isn’t anyone doing anything?”
“C.J., I’m trying. Can’t you tell? Just go and get Mother, just go and get
her.”
The stalks of flowers lay fallen in the dark wet mulch and the clematis
buds hang limp on the vine. The sun is out and the sky is clear,
steam
from last night’s rain still lingers. It will be fifteen minutes before an
ambulance can find its way to Lily’s house. She could have
had him
in the car, driven him herself, but instead she sits there with him. His
shaking has stopped and his arms and limbs have relaxed just a little,
his
eyes still stare straight ahead. She holds him in her lap and smooths his hair
from his face. She notices
chocolate icing still clings to the corners of
his mouth, giving his open and slack-jawed face the appearance of a smile.
Tomorrow you can have any cake you want, she thinks. I'll never make you eat
vegetables again.
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Contributors’ Notes
Lavonne J. Adams won the 1999 Persephone Poetry Award for Everyday Still
Life, and read as an emerging
at the “Millennial Gathering of the
Writers of the New South,” Vanderbilt University. Her poems appear in
Karamu, The New Delta Review, The Baltimore Review, etc. She currently
teaches at UNC-Wilmington.
Mairéad Byrne teaches at the Rhode Island School of Design.

Alan Catlin has been publishing in small press and university magazines for
over twenty-ive years. Some recent credits include The Literary Review,
Hampden-Sydney Review, Lucid Stone and Parting
He is waiting the
publication of his Selected Poems from Pavement Saw Press.
Tom Chandler is the Poet Laureate of Rhode Island, and has been
Phi
Beta Kappa Poet at Brown University. His poems have appeared in Poetry,
Boulevard,
New Tork Quarterly, and
other literary journals. His
third collection, Wingbones, was
by Signal Books.
Dan Chaon is the author of two short-story collections: Pitting Ends
(Northwestern, 1996), which is to be re-issued in an revised edition by
Ballantine in 2002; and Among the Missing, which was a finalist for the 2001
National Book Award. Chaon lives in
where he is at work on a
novel tentatively entitled You Remind Me of Me.

Paul Crenshaw is a Fred Chappell Fellow at the University of North Carolina
at Greensboro. His stories have appeared or are forthcoming in North
American Review, Pleiades, ByLine, Parting Gifts, and The Lamplight.
Jim Daniels' most recent books of poems include Night With Drive-By
Shooting Stars, New Issues Press, and Digger’s Blues, Adastra Press. His next
book of short fiction, Detroit Tales, will be published by Michigan State
University Press in 2003.
Ann Fisher-Wirth’s first book of poems, Blue Window, will be published
in 2003

Caleb Fisher-Wirth is a college student.
Lacey Galbraith is an MFA student from Nashville, TN.
Kevin A. González is a student in the creative writing program at CarnegieMellon University. His poetry has appeared, or is forthcoming, in Puerto del
Sol, Controlled Burn, Touchstone, HEArt Quarterly and Yawp Magazine.
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Barry Hannah is the author, most recently of Yonder Stands Your Orphan,
and is a distinguished faculty fellow at the University of Mississippi.

Max Hipp is a second-year MFA student at the University of Mississippi who
enjoys 1980’s action films and playing the guitar. This is his first
Mary Hussmann teaches nature and environmental writing and creative non
fiction at St. Lawrence University. She has an MFA in creative non-fiction
from The University of Iowa and has published poetry and essays in North
American Review, Iowa Review, Brevity, Kenyon Review, and American
Nature Writing 2001, among others.

Jason W. Johnson grew up on a small cattle farm in Willow Springs, North
Carolina. He is a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of English at the
University of Mississippi.
Kerry Jones, a native of the Allentown, Pennsylvania area, is a graduate of the
MFA fiction program at Wichita State University in Kansas, where she now
teaches. She has work forthcoming in ORCHID: A Literary Review.

Janet Krauss’s poems have appeared in numerous quarterlies such as South
Carolina Review, Chaffin Journal, Seattle Review, Macguffin and
Slan/Palanquin/TDM published a pamphlet of poems in 1995. She was
nominated for a Pushcart Prize in 1982 and 1995. She teachs literature and
writing at Fairfield University and at St. Basil College.

Gerry Femina’s most recent book is Zarathustra in Love, prose poems. A
new book of poems, Graffiti Heart, is forthcoming. He is co-translator
Sinan Toprak of Voice Lock Puppet, poems by contemporary Turkish
Ali
Yuce. He edits the journal Controlled Burn and lives in northern Michigan.
A. Loudermilk
up in Southern Illinois. His publications include Tin
House, The Mississippi Review, and The Madison Review. Loudermilk’s non
fiction appears in Journal X, River
and Car Crash Culture. His
chapbook The Daughterliest Son won the Swan Scythe Press Second Annual
Chapbook Competition.
Mark Lewandowski’s work has appeared in many journals and magazines, and
he has been shortlisted in Best American Essays and Best American Travel
Writing. He recently taught American studies and creative writing as a
Fulbright Scholar in Lithuania. Currently, he teaches at the
of
Louisiana-Lafayette.
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Jennifer Molnar is working toward a poetry MFA at George Mason
University in Fairfax, Virginia. She completed
undergraduate studies in
English at the University of Rochester in New York. Her work has recently
appeared in So to Speak.

Jim Natal's first full-length collection, In the Bee Trees (Archer Books, 2000),
was a finalist for the 2001 Pen Center West and Publisher’s Marketing
Association Ben Franklin Awards. A second collection, Talking Back to the
Rocks, will be published by Archer Books late in 2002.

Phyllis No les grew up in Midway, Mississippi. She
Oxford, where she was voted last year’s Patron

lives and writes in
of the Transient Male.

Robert Parham's work has appeared in the Georgia Review, Connecticut
Review, Southern Humanties Review, America, and many other magazines.
He heads the Languages, Literature, and Philosophy Department at
Armstrong Atlantic University in Savannah, where he also edits
Southern
Poetry Review.
Pitts is a graduate of the University of Mississippi. His poetry has
appeared in
Quarterly, POEM, and is forthcoming in New Zoo Poetry
Review and Poetry magazine. He currently serves as poetry editor of Oxford
American and plans to teach high school English or American History.
Laura-Gray Street has appeared in journals such as Shenandoah (forthcoming)
The Nortre Dame Review,
New Virginia Review, and The Greensboro
Review. A Warren Wilson MFA graduate, she teaches at Randolph-Macon
Women’s College and received a 2002-03 Poetry Fellowship from the
Virginia Commission for the Arts.

Emily Wheeler works and writes in the former East Germany, in the town of
Jena. She is a graduate of Warren
and has had poems in the
Massachusetts, Seneca and Portland Reviews, among others.

Claude Wilkinson is a
and
who lives in Nesbit, Mississippi. His
book of poems, Reading the Earth (Michigan
University Press), won
the Naomi Long Madgett Poetry Prize.
Joy Wilson is a second-year MFA student at the University of Mississippi, and
a California native.
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Diane Ackerman
Marcia Aldrich
Maxine Chernoff
Killamey Clary
Stephen Dunn
Steven Harvey
Susan Holahan
Mark Jarman
Louis Jenkins
Judith Kitchen
Brian Lennon
Phillip Lopate
Barry Lopez
Bia Lowe
Ben Marcus

Dionisio D. Martínez
Carole Maso
Molly McQuade
Ben Miller
Brenda Miller
Jane Miller
Honor Moore
Mary Oliver
Richard Selzer
David Shields
Rosmarie Waldrop
David Weiss
Joe Wenderoth
Paul West
Max Winter
John Yau

THE LYRIC ESSAY
A Special Issue of Seneca Review
Highlighting the Intersections Between Poetry and Nonfiction

Now Available as a Book

Please send me

copies of THE LYRIC ESSAY at $7.00 each.

Make check payable to Seneca Review and mail orders to Seneca
Review, Hobart and William Smith Colleges, Geneva, NY 14456.
Or visit our web site at www.hws.edu/SenecaReview/
Name

Address
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IR presents a special issue featuring
the follow ng Writers of Color:
John Keene
Carl Phillips
Ray Gonzalez
Crystal Williams
Honorée Jeffers
Cornelius Eady
Mia Leonin
Ira Sukrungruang
Terrance Hayes
Khaled Mattawa
Tina Chang
Reginald Shepherd
and many others

Subscriptions:
Sample copies available for $8.00.
$14/1 year (2 issues), $26 / 2 years (4 issues)

Indiana Review Fiction Prize
First Prize: $1000
Entry fee: $12 (includes prize issue)
Deadline: October 28,2002
All entries considered for publication. Send entries to “IR
Fiction Prize.” Send SASE or visit website for full guidelines.

Indiana Review • Ballantine Hall 465
1020 E. Kirkwood Ave • Bloomington, IN • 47405-7103
http:://www.indiana.edu/~inreview/ir.html
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FAULTLIN E
Journal

of Art

&

Literature

Poetry • Fiction • Art • Essays • Interviews
Based at the University of California-Irvine,

Faultline features established and emerging
writers and artists from across the U.S. Recent

contributions to the annual spring edition include
poetry by Amy Gerstler and Virgil Suarez, fiction
by Maile Meloy, and miniature sculpture by

Rachelle Rojany. We also host the Ahio Scott Watt
Poetry Contest with

first prize of $1000. Look

for Volume 11 in bookstores this year and find
contest rules on our website.
Current issue $10.00, sample back
issue $5.00. Send all correspondence to:
Faultline, Journal of Art & Literature
Department of English & Comparative Literature
University of California, Irvine
Irvine, CA 92697-2650

faultline@uci.edu
www.humanities.uci.edu/fau ltline
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UNIVERSITY OF MIS IS IPPI

Master of Arts
Art Education

"...one of America's best small art towns...."
Located in Oxford Mississippi, one of America's best small
art towns, the University
Mississippi is 80 miles southwest
of the international hub
Memphis, Tennessee.
The art department offers programs that
uniquely tailored
to meet the needs of each student. Our rural setting nourishes
intense studio activity in the midst of a close art

Visit our website: www.olemiss.edu/depts/art
Email: art@olemiss.edu
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COLOR COPYING

LAMINATING

OFF-SET PRINTING
GRAPHIC DESIGN
FULL COLOR PRINTING

Résumés

BINDING

INVITATIONS

High Speed Copying

CORPORATE IDENTITY

Sir Speedy.
405 Jackson Avenue
Oxford, MS 38655
phone (662) 236-0036
fax (662) 236-0032
sirspeedy@dixie-net.com
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160 Courthouse Square
Oxford, Mississippi 38655
(662) 236-2262
Fax (662) 234-9630
Orders (800) 648-4001

books@squarebooks.com
www squarebooks.com

OPEN DAILY
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat until 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

sense™
Independent Bookstores far
Independent Minds
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MFA
at The University of Mississippi
rite in Oxford, Mississippi, the town that
Faulkner made famous. The Department
of English announces a new M.F.A. in fiction and
poetry. Ours is a highly selective program that
emphasizes both creative and academic work.

W

Faculty
B RRy Hannah, M.F.A. director
fiction
DAVID GALEF, M..F. A. administrator

fiction

ANN FISHER-WIRTH
poetry

MAIREAD BYRNE
poetry

John and Renée Grisham Programs

One-Year Writer-in-Residence
Tom Franklin

Darcey Steinke

Tim

Claude

autreaux

Visiting Writers Series
Madison Smartt Bell

Philip Levine

Robert Hass

W.S. Merwin

Mary Hood

Steve Yarbrough

Carl Hiaasen

Czeslaw Milosz

Randall Kenan

Shay Youngblood

J ne Jirshfield

Robert Pinsky

T. R. Pearson

Galway Kinnell

Pattiann Rogers

Mark Richard

Yusef Komunyakaa

W.D. Snodgrass

Deadline for completed applications: February 1

For applications, contact:

a

The Graduate School
The University of Mississippi
P.O. Box 1848
University, MS 38677-1848
phone: 662-915-7474
fax: 662-915-7577
e-mail: gschool@olemiss.edu
website: www.olemiss.edu/depts/english/engl-mfa.html

Rowan Oak, Faulkner' home
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